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Executive Summary

AECOM has been commissioned by Nestrans to undertake a multi-modal transport study on the Wellington Road
Corridor in the south of Aberdeen. The key objective of the commission is to generate and assess options which are
consistent with the aims and objectives of a previous “locking in of benefits” study* in relation to the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) and which address current and future planned developments on this corridor, to
be implemented alongside the completion of the AWPR in 2018.
This study is based on the Pre-Appraisal process as described in STAG (Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance). It
identifies problems, issues, opportunities and constraints currently associated with the Wellington Road corridor
(from Charleston to the Queen Elizabeth Bridge), and presents a list of potential solutions for further appraisal.
The study has taken the following approach:

Identification of the key problems, issues, opportunities and constraints on the corridor;
Development of Transport Planning Objectives for the study;
Generation of a long list of options; and
A high level option appraisal to sift the long options list into a shorter list for more detailed consideration.
STAG provides the framework for objective-led rather than solution-led appraisal and ensures that the potential
impacts of multi-modal transport improvements are considered on an objective basis. The scope of the study is such
that the most suitable options that may be considered within an initial STAG appraisal for the corridor are identified.
The study has been shaped by a number of key issues.
Wellington Road has been subject to a number of studies in recent years which have identified congestion
problems on a Corridor which has a range of competing transport demands for car drivers, public transport users,
pedestrians and cyclists.
Delivery of the AWPR is predicted to relieve traffic pressures on the northern section of Wellington Road and
opportunities should be taken to implement a series of integrated measures that aim to lock in the benefits of the
project for sustainable modes.

The Corridor is an important freight corridor.
There are a number of development proposals which may affect traffic flows and patterns on the corridor in the
future including the allocations within the Local Development Plan, the proposed extension of Aberdeen Harbour,
and the new build academy at Loirston.
Although most accidents on the corridor are recorded as ‘damage only’, a number occur when vehicles are
performing a right turn manoeuvre between Wellington Road and the side roads.
Part of the Wellington Road Corridor has been identified as an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA), with road
traffic the main source of these emissions.

Based on a background review of data and analysis, and informed by stakeholder consultations, a summary of
problems, issues, opportunities and constraints on the study corridor has been developed and used to inform the
following Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs) for the study.

*

http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/docs/LITB%20AWPR%20300508.pdf
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Wellington Road Multimodal Route Corridor Study – Transport Planning Objectives

Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR
Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor.
Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor.
Improve accessibility to employment areas on the Corridor.
Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users.
Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves public health.
A long list of multi-modal interventions designed to address the TPOs were subsequently generated and subject to a
high level appraisal based on STAG. This involved an assessment of each option’s suitability in terms of
performance against the Transport Planning Objectives, implementability criteria (Feasibility, Affordability and Public
Acceptability) and national transport appraisal criteria as defined in STAG (Environment, Safety, Economy,
Integration and Accessibility and Social Inclusion).
Based on the outcomes from the high level option appraisal and an exercise involving packaging of certain options,
a shortened list of options has been produced which are recommended for further development and consideration
as part of a future STAG study.

List of Options for Further Appraisal
Ref

Option

1

Pedestrian Improvements

2

Segregated Cycle Lanes

3

Off-Road Dual Use Cycleways

4

Craigshaw Drive Dual Use Cycleway

5

Toucan Crossing, Abbotswell Road

6

Toucan Crossing, Langdykes Road

7

More / Better Crossings at Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts

8

Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane

9

Souterhead Roundabout Improvements

10

Hareness Roundabout Improvements

11

Upgrade to dual carriageway at former HM Craiginches Prison Site

12

Closure / Access Restriction at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve

13

Variable Message Signs (VMS)

14

Wellington Road Corridor Sustainability Package

15

Wellington Road Corridor Bus Quality Package
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Ref

Option

16

Wellington Road Corridor LEZ Package

17

Wellington Road Corridor Right Turn / Traffic Signal Priorities Review Package

18

Directional Signage Review

The outcomes of this work provide the foundations for further assessment as part of a STAG Part 1 Appraisal of the
options identified for the Wellington Road Corridor.

2
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Introduction

1.1

Introduction
AECOM has been commissioned by Nestrans to undertake a multi-modal transport study on the Wellington
Road Corridor in the south of Aberdeen. The key objective of the commission is to generate and assess
options which are consistent with the aims and objectives of a previous “locking in of benefits” study 1 in
relation to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) and which address current and future planned
developments on this corridor, to be implemented alongside the completion of the AWPR in 2018.

4

This study has been based on the Pre-Appraisal process as described in STAG (Scottish Transport
Appraisal Guidance).

1.2

Scope of Study
This study identifies problems, issues opportunities and constraints currently associated with the Wellington
Road Corridor (from Charleston to the Queen Elizabeth Bridge), and presents a list of potential solutions for
further appraisal. As specified by Nestrans, the study takes cognisance of the following:
Walking and cycling links.
Bus operators’ desire for improved journey times and reliability.
Operation of A90(S) Park & Choose site at Schoolhill.
High volume of freight movements, both along and turning on/off this corridor.
Investigation into a new harbour at Nigg Bay and consideration of access routes.
Local Development Plan allocations adjacent to the corridor (and former Local Plan developments still
being built out).
Development opportunities arising from the redevelopment of the former Craiginches Prison.
New Loirston Academy proposed and safe routes to school required.
Improvements to allow/encourage active travel.
Air Quality Management Area designation.
Candidate Noise Management Area status.
South College Street improvement.
A client group has been established for the study comprising officers from Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council
and Aberdeenshire Council.

1 http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/docs/LITB%20AWPR%20300508.pdf
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The Wellington Road Corridor
The Wellington Road Corridor (Figure 1.1 below) is a strategic corridor which links Aberdeen City Centre
and the wider southern extents of Aberdeen City to the A90 (north) and A90 (south) trunk road. The corridor
stretches for approximately three miles from the Charleston Interchange at the A90 (south) junction to the
Queen Elizabeth Bridge (QE Bridge) which crosses the River Dee close to Aberdeen City Centre).
The characteristics of the corridor vary from south to north as follows:
The southern section of the corridor is typically concentrated with development, with the Souterhead
Roundabout supporting movements to and from the A90 – which runs in parallel to the study corridor to
the Bridge of Dee roundabout – the Cove/Charleston residential areas and Altens and Wellington
Industrial Estates. A 40mph speed limit applies from Greenwell Road to the A90 Charleston Interchange.
The northern section of the corridor is characterised by car dealerships, retail units and housing.
Compared with the southern section of the corridor, the northern end is more constrained with a high
number of junctions. Between Craigshaw Road and the QE Bridge, a 30mph speed limit is in force.
Between these ends of the corridor, the central section from Girdleness Road to Souterhead Roundabout
is largely dominated by the East Tullos, West Tullos and Altens Industrial Estates. The demands on the
transport network from these attractors are a key focal point of this study.
Figure 1.1 – Wellington Road Corridor
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Study Approach
The study identifies problems, issues, opportunities and constraints currently associated with the Wellington
Road Corridor and develops a list of potential solutions for further appraisal. This report presents analysis
consistent with STAG pre-appraisal guidance, focusing on:
Identification of the key problems, issues, opportunities and constraints on the corridor;
Development of Transport Planning Objectives for the study;
Generation of a long list of options; and
Sifting of the long list of options.
STAG provides the framework for objective-led rather than solution-led appraisal and, in the context of this
study, will ensure that all modes of transport are considered on an objective basis. The scope of the study is
such that a list of options emerging from the sifting process will be presented, which will then be eligible for
appraisal as part of a future STAG Part 1 assessment.

1.5

Structure of Report
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 – Background Review;
Chapter 3 – Stakeholder Consultation;
Chapter 4 – Problems and Opportunities;
Chapter 5 – Transport Planning Objective Setting;
Chapter 6 – Option Generation and Sifting; and
Chapter 7 – Key Findings.

The report is also supported by a number of appendices:
Appendix A – Review of Previous Studies and Relevant Documents;
Appendix B – Wellington Road Corridor: Key Turning Movements; and
Appendix C – Wellington Road Corridor: Long List Option Mapping.

Background Review
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Background Review

2.1

Introduction
This chapter sets the context for this pre-appraisal multi-modal transport study. It presents:

8

A socio-economic profile of the corridor;
An overview of the existing transport network;
A review of previous studies of relevance to the Wellington Road Corridor; and
A summary of current development proposals for the corridor.
It should be noted that the analysis presented in this section is based on existing available data sources, and
no new data has been collected as part of this study.

2.2

Wellington Road Corridor –Socio-Economic Profile
Analysis of output areas from the 2011 census confirms that the area comprising the Wellington Road
Corridor (for the purposes of this study; Torry, Kincorth and Cove) has a population of 26,162, in 11,999
households. 2
Parts of the Wellington Road Corridor are ranked amongst the most deprived areas in Scotland, according to
the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD).3
Figure 2.1 – SIMD Rank 2012, Wellington Road Corridor

2
3

2011 census, http://www.scotlandscensus.gov.uk/ods-web/data-warehouse.html
http://www.sns.gov.uk/Simd/Simd.aspx
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Car Ownership
Figure 2.2 below summarises car ownership levels on the Wellington Road Corridor in comparison to
national and Aberdeen City averages.
Figure 2.2 – Car Ownership Levels, Scotland/Aberdeen/Wellington Road Corridor
0.5
Proportion of population

2.2.1

Wellington Road Corridor Multi-Modal Transport Study

0.4
0.3

Scotland

0.2

Aberdeen City
Wellington Rd Corridor

0.1
0
0

1

2

3

4+

Number of cars or vans in household
The Wellington Road Corridor has a lower level of car ownership than both Scotland and Aberdeen City as a
whole. This could be explained by the fact that the corridor is relatively close to Aberdeen city centre which
may reduce the need for residents to drive, but may also be reflective of parts of the corridor being amongst
the most deprived wards in Scotland, as shown in the SIMD Rank above.
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Travel to Work and Place of Study
Figure 2.3 summarises the proportions (by mode) of travel to work/place of study by residents on the
Wellington Road Corridor.
Figure 2.3 – Travel to Work, Scotland/Aberdeen/Wellington Road Corridor

The majority of the population on the Wellington Road Corridor drive to work in a car or van. This mirrors the
level for Aberdeen City as a whole, but is lower than the Scottish average.
Bus, minibus or coach travel is slightly higher on the corridor than the Aberdeen City/Scotland averages,
which may be reflective of the socio-economic characteristics of the corridor, including those relating to
SIMD Rank and car ownership levels.
There are low levels of walking and cycling on the Wellington Road Corridor, although these are only slightly
lower than the Aberdeen City average.
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Figure 2.4 – Travel to Place of Study, Scotland/Aberdeen/Wellington Road Corridor

As may be expected, driving levels are considerably lower for travel to place of study, with walking the
predominant mode, although this is lower than the Aberdeen City average.
4

In addition, as part of the Nestrans Park & Ride Operations Study undertaken in 2008 , analysis was
undertaken of the destinations of work trips undertaken by car drivers from various Park & Ride catchments
(to assist in assessing demand levels for Park & Ride services to locations out with Aberdeen City Centre).
Table 2.1 highlights main commuter (driver) flows from the A90 South into Aberdeen, based on 2001 census
data.5

4
5

225

Nestrans Park and Ride Operations Study (Atkins, May 2008)
Based on data presented within Table B.2 of the Nestrans Park and Ride Operations Study report.

532

397

249

Old
Aberdeen

258

North-west

1,670

Foresterhill

467

West End

1,392

Bridge of
Don North

Dyce

A90 South

Altens /
Tullos

Destination

Kirkhill

Catchment

City Centre

Table 2.1 – Commuter Flow Destinations from A90 South (2001 census)
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On the assumption that Wellington Road provides the principal access into Altens and Tullos Industrial
Estates from the south of Aberdeen (i.e. the A90 South), it is clear that these employment areas are one of
the primary destinations for traffic travelling to Aberdeen from the south of the city.

2.3

Overview of Existing Transport Network
This section provides an overview of the key transport characteristics of the Wellington Road Corridor.

2.3.1

Road Network Overview
Wellington Road is a three-mile long strategic corridor forming the A956 road between the A90(T)
Charleston interchange and the QE Bridge in Aberdeen City Centre. It serves as the primary route to/from
Aberdeen Harbour via the A90 (south) and forms part of the heavily used “through city” HGV route, providing
a north-south route via North Esplanade West, Market Street, Guild Street, Virginia Street and Commerce
Street. In the south of the corridor it provides access to the Wellington, Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates
and functions as an alternative route into Aberdeen (to the A90 to the Bridge of Dee) for commuters
travelling from south of the city.
The route is currently a dual carriageway from its junction with the A90 at Charleston to the QE Bridge; the
exception to this being a short section to which the former Craiginches prison fronts, which is single lane on
the southbound carriageway. Upon completion of the AWPR in 2018, the new route will join Wellington Road
at Charleston.
The corridor is intersected by two main interchanges in the south of the corridor, Hareness and Souterhead
Roundabouts which provide access to the Altens Industrial Estate, and in the case of the latter, also the
residential areas of Cove/Charleston.
In the northern section of the corridor, access and egress off the route is typically taken from side roads,
which are traffic signal controlled at Balnagask Road, Abbotswell Road and Craigshaw Drive. Notable
exceptions to this are the Greenwell Road and Girdleness Road junctions, whereby although right-turn
movements are permitted, there are no signals to facilitate these movements. Part-time traffic signals
operate at Souterhead Roundabout at peak times.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 below highlight the main junctions on the Wellington Road Corridor.
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Figure 2.5 – Wellington Road Corridor: Main Junctions (Hareness Roundabout – QE Bridge)

Figure 2.6 – Wellington Road Corridor: Main Junctions (Charleston – Hareness Roundabout)
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Work to upgrade Wellington Road to dual carriageway standard from Souterhead Roundabout to the
Charleston Interchange was completed in 2008. This provided a continuous dual carriageway between
Charleston and Polwarth Road in the north of the corridor. However, from Polwarth Road (along the former
Craiginches Prison wall), the southbound lane is single carriageway, and a bus lane comprises one of the
two northbound (city bound) lanes. The bus lane is operational from 0730 to 0930 and 1600 to 1800,
Monday to Saturday.
Photo 2.1 – Wellington Road Corridor

Wellington Road at former Craiginches Prison

Approach to Hareness
Roundabout (northbound)

Footway on Wellington Road
opposite former Craiginches
Prison (northbound)

Souterhead Roundabout

Approach to Hareness
Roundabout (southbound)
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Wellington Road Traffic Flow Patterns
Data received from Aberdeen City Council’s automatic traffic counters has been analysed to further an
understanding of traffic conditions on the local road network. While only providing a snapshot of traffic
patterns on the route, it is possible to use this data to highlight the variations in flows northbound (towards
Aberdeen City Centre) and southbound (towards the industrial estates and the A90 South). ATCs are
located close to the former Craiginches Prison site and near Charleston.
Traffic data for the northern part of Wellington Road, as shown in Figure 2.7, indicates that the highest flows
on Wellington Road occur on the southbound carriageway. Both north and southbound flows demonstrate
peaks in the AM and PM, with this slightly more pronounced in the AM period.6
Figure 2.7 – Wellington Road Average Weekday Traffic Flow (February 2014)

In addition, Aberdeen City Council has provided data from a junction turning count undertaken at Wellington
Road/Grampian Place (i.e. close to the former prison site) in 2012. Table 2.2 indicates the peak hours of
flow northbound and southbound over the course of the surveyed period from which this data was provided.

6

In reviewing traffic counter data at this location on Wellington Road, cognisance should be taken of the limitations of this counting technology,
whereby vehicles may be omitted from the count in queues of traffic where vehicles are travelling close together.
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Table 2.2 – Wellington Road Peak Flow Hours (2012 Grampian Place Junction Turning Count)
TIME

TOTAL FLOW
Southbound
Northbound

AM Peak
6.30 - 7.00
7.00 - 7.30
7.30 - 8.00
8.00 - 8.30
8.30 - 9.00
9.00 - 9.30
PM Peak

455
572
613
605
506
399

263
336
478
511
509
391

15.30 - 16.00
16.00 - 16.30
16.30 - 17.00
17.00 - 17.30
17.30 - 18.00
18.00 - 18.30

438
457
474
471
454
375

537
547
479
344
461
509

As Table 2.2 indicates, on weekdays, there are variations in the peak hour according to the direction of
travel. Typically, the peak hour for northbound traffic occurs in the 0800-0900 hour, however the peak for
southbound traffic (i.e. towards the industrial estates) occurs earlier, between 0730 and 0830. Northbound
traffic peaks in the 1530-1630 hour, with the southbound flow peaking an hour later.
In the case of the northbound flow, this means that the AM peak hour occurs when the bus lane on
Wellington Road is fully operational (i.e. 0730-0930), while the bus lane is only active for part of the PM peak
hour (i.e. the peak traffic flow hour is 1530-1630, with the bus lane operational from 1600-1800).
Data has also been analysed from the automatic traffic counter located on Wellington Road at Charleston,
as shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8 – Wellington Road Average Weekday Traffic Flow (February 2014)

th

*No data available for 6 February

As Figure 2.8 shows, the pattern of traffic flow at the southern end of the corridor differs from that of the
northern end (near Craiginches). Flows are highest northbound in the AM peak, and peak on the
southbound carriageway in the PM peak. This is reflective of the tidal pattern of commuting on this section of
the study corridor.
The impact of these flows on journey times has not been quantified as part of this study and this is an area
that would require journey time survey to develop a more detailed understanding of the impacts of queuing
and congestion on journey times along the route. As noted earlier in this chapter, no new data has been
collected as part of this Pre-Appraisal.
With regards to future traffic patterns, analysis has been undertaken of the results from transport modelling
undertaken to examine the potential impact of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) on traffic
flows (peak hour average vehicle kilometres and journey times) on key routes across the city. For Wellington
Road, modelling has shown that with the AWPR in place, traffic flows are expected to decrease on both the
northern (i.e. Hareness-QE Bridge) and southern (i.e. Hareness-Charleston) sections of the route. In terms
of vehicle journey times, forecasts suggest that journey times7 will reduce along the northern section of the
Corridor between Hareness Roundabout and the QE Bridge, following completion of the AWPR. However,
on the southern section of Wellington Road between Hareness Roundabout and Charleston Intersection,
local journey times are anticipated to increase with additional traffic accessing the route via the AWPR at
Charleston intersection and travelling to/from nearby developments. Accordingly, it is considered that the
greatest opportunities to “lock in” the benefits delivered by the AWPR through the implementation of
sustainable transport measures are most likely in the northern part of the corridor.
7

Results obtained from ASAM4A show that on Wellington Road North (i.e. Hareness-QE Bridge), vehicles journey times (peak hour average) are
forecast to increase by 19% by 2018 without the AWPR in place. With the AWPR in place, journey times are forecast to reduce by 11% against
the 2010 baseline, and by 26% against the 2018 reference case (without AWPR). For Wellington Road South (I.e. Hareness-QE Bridge), journey
times are forecast to increase by 39% by 2018 without the AWPR in place. With the AWPR, the increase in journey times is reduced to 33%.
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Wellington Road Corridor – Key Movements
The section below summarises the main issues associated with movements from Hareness Roundabout and
Souterhead Roundabout on the Wellington Road Corridor. A detailed plan highlighting the key movements is
presented within Appendix B.
Hareness Roundabout and Souterhead Roundabout turning movement data has been sourced from publicly
available data. Tables 2.3 and 2.4 shows the key characteristics of movements at these junctions.
Table 2.3 – Hareness Roundabout Flows (2014)
Hareness Roundabout AM
(07:30-08:30)

Observations:

Hareness Roundabout PM
(16:00-17:00)

Observations:

At WRN (Wellington Road North), 1017 vehicles
were recorded, of which 53.6% turned onto
Hareness Road and 44.1% travelled straight
ahead onto WRS.

At WRN, 1411 vehicles were recorded, of which
72.0% travelled straight ahead onto WRS.

At WRS (Wellington Road South), 1846 vehicles
were recorded, of which 53.2% travelled straight
ahead onto WRN.

At WTR, 694 vehicles were recorded, of which 74.6%
turned onto WRS.

At WTR (West Tullos Road), 882 vehicles were
recorded, of which 68.4% travelled straight ahead
onto Hareness Road.
At HR (Hareness Road), 433 vehicles were
recorded, of which 48.3% turned back onto
Hareness Road and 39.5% turned onto WRN.
A high number of vehicles appear to make a Uturn manoeuvre back onto HR. This may be
caused by the high volume of employees of Shell
who reside to the south of the city and drive
through Cove, along the Coast Road and then
onto HR. These employees may find it difficult to
cut across HR onto Altens Farm Road due to the
heavy flow of traffic heading along HR
(eastbound).

At WRS, 1124 vehicles were recorded, of which
59.9% turned left onto WTR.

At HR, 543 vehicles were recorded, of which 65.6%
travelled straight ahead onto WTR.
The low volume of traffic turning from HR onto WRS
may be due to the high flow of traffic turning onto
WRS from WTR and WRN in effect making it difficult
for traffic to turn onto WRS from HR due to the steady
flow of traffic from other junctions.
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Table 2.4 – Southerhead Roundabout Flows (2014)
Souterhead Roundabout AM
(07:30-08:30)

Observations:
At WRS, 1682 vehicles were recorded, of which
55.2% travelled straight ahead onto WRN and
33.6% turned onto SHR (Souterhead Road).
At WRN, 723 vehicles were recorded, of which
35.4% turned onto SHR, 28.8% travelled straight
ahead onto WRS and 24.9% turned onto WC
(Wellington Circle).
At LR (Langdykes Road), 903 vehicles were
recorded, of which 84.1% turned onto WRN.

19

Souterhead Roundabout PM
(16:00-17:00)

Observations:
At WRN, 1541 vehicles were recorded, of which
67.2% travelled straight ahead onto WRS. Only
415 vehicles were recorded at WRS, of which
70.1% travelled straight ahead onto WRN.
At SHR, 1515 vehicles were recorded, of which
60.3% turned onto WRS and 32.1% turned onto
WRN.
At WC, 461 vehicles were recorded, of which
49.5% turned onto WRN and 29.1% turned onto
WRS.
The high number of vehicles turning onto WRN
and WRS from SHR suggests that vehicles may
cut through Altens Industrial Estate to avoid
traffic on Wellington Road. As the
SHR/Roundabout junction is signal controlled,
this may suggest why this is a popular route.

Further analysis has been undertaken of turning movements at other junctions on Wellington Road, as
detailed within Appendix B.
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2.3.4

Wellington Road Corridor – Safety Record
Accident data has been provided by Aberdeen City Council for the Wellington Road Corridor. Table 2.5
below summarises the level and severity of accidents between 2011 and 2013.
Table 2.5 – Wellington Road: Accident Statistics
Severity of accident
Serious
Slight
Damage

2011
2
7
18

2012
3
6
20

2013
1
4
17

TOTAL
6
17
55
78

A total of 78 accidents were recorded on the Wellington Road Corridor between 2011 and 2013. Of these,
only 6 (8%) were recorded as serious accidents with the majority (55, 71%) of accidents sustaining damage
only.
Of those accidents recorded, 17 were recorded as involving a right turn manoeuvre on Wellington Road.
Location descriptions are available for 10 of these incidents, as shown in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 – Wellington Road Corridor: Accidents Involving Right Turn Manoeuvre
Location

Number of Accidents (Right Turn Manoeuvre)

Hareness Roundabout

2

Wellington Road/Balnagask Road junction

2

Vicinity of Craigshaw Drive on Wellington Road

2

Souterhead Roundabout

1

Wellington Road/Greenbank Road junction

1

Wellington Road/Old Wellington Road junction

1

Wellington Road/Nigg Kirk Road junction

1

TOTAL

10

In addition, at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road junction, two damage only accidents were recorded in
2013, and one in 2011. While this record does not suggest there is a major safety issue at this junction, site
observations and consultations revealed concerns about the possibility of serious incidents at this location.
Specifically, the junction is in close proximity to Wellington Road, and a high number of vehicles travel
downhill on West Tullos Road (from Hareness Roundabout) and turn left into Redmoss Road/Abbotswell
Crescent, obstructing the visibility for motorists waiting to turn right from Redmoss Road, making this a
potentially dangerous manoeuvre. It is therefore considered that there is the potential for serious incidents at
this junction.
On the whole however, the accident figures recorded on Wellington Road overall during the period between
2011 and 2014 are in keeping with similar highly trafficked sections of carriageways within the City. The
figures recorded do not indicate that the Wellington Road Corridor is experiencing any unusually high
incidents or accident ‘black-spots’.
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Public Transport Network
Aberdeen City has an extensive public transport network, with First Aberdeen the main provider of services
that use the Wellington Road Corridor. This provides a frequent service between the residential area of
Cove/Charleston and the city centre.
Photo 2.2 – Wellington Road Corridor Bus Provision

Bus stop (northbound) opposite Shell Tullos Complex

Bus stop (southbound) by Hareness Roundabout

Bus lane (northbound) 1

Bus lane (northbound) 2
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Figure 2.9 below highlights the principal bus routes on the study corridor operated by First Aberdeen, while
Table 2.7 summarises bus services operated in the Wellington Corridor area by both First Aberdeen and
Stagecoach.
Figure 2.9 – Wellington Road Corridor: First Aberdeen Network8

Table 2.7 – Bus Services, Wellington Road Corridor
Route
Number

Route
description

Mon-Fri

Saturday

Sunday

Daytime- every
15 mins. Eveningevery 15 mins,
every 30 mins
after 20:00

Every 30
mins

3

First
Aberdeen

Mastrick – Cove

Daytime- every 10
mins. Eveningevery 15 mins, every
30 mins after 20:00
(evening)

N21

First
Aberdeen

Kincorth – Cove
(late night)

One per hour after
midnight, Friday only

One per hour
(after midnight)

NA

5

First
Aberdeen

Balnagask –
Craigiebuckler

Every 30 mins
(before 8pm)

Every 30 mins
(before 8pm)

Every 30
mins (before
8pm)

Daytime- every 10
mins

Daytime- every
10 mins

Evening- every 2030 mins

Evening- every
20-30 mins

12

8

Operator

First
Aberdeen

Torry –
Heathryfold

http://www.firstgroup.com/ukbus/aberdeen/journey_planning/maps/

Every 30
mins
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7A

First
Aberdeen

Stagecoach

Union StreetDuthie ParkRedmoss

Aberdeen Union
Square –
Wellington Road
– Altens –
Marywell –
Portlethen –
Newtonhill –
Stonehaven

Daytime- every 15
mins
Evening- every 15
mins until 19:30.
Daytime- AM peak
services departing
Portlethen at 06:35
and 08:09,
Stonehaven at
04:48, 05:18 and
06:28 and PM peak
services departing
Union Square at
15:50, 16:50 and
17:10.

23

Daytime- every
15 mins
Evening-every 15
mins until 19:0019:30.

NA

NA

NA

Evening – NA

59

Stagecoach

BalnagaskNorthfield
Terminus

Daytime- every 10
mins
Evening- every 10
mins then every 20
mins after 19:00

Daytime- every
10 mins
Evening- every
10 mins then
every 20 mins
after 19:00

Daytimeevery 20
mins
Eveningevery 20
mins then
every 30
mins after
19:00

Of the bus services noted above, Services 12 and 59 do not travel along Wellington Road itself, but service
destinations within the study corridor. Service 18 predominately serves Abbotswell Crescent, though some
9
services provide connections to the Gateway Business Park at peak times.
A small number of services on the Aberdeen – Stonehaven route (Service 7A) use the Wellington Road
Corridor at peak times providing connections to/from the Altens and Tullos Industrial Estates. All other
journeys on the Aberdeen – Stonehaven route utilise the A90 corridor (Stonehaven Road).
There is also potential in the future to consider enhancements to bus routes as a result of new development
patterns, including the new academy (i.e. the Cove bus service) and potential new services from the planned
Schoolhill Park and Ride.

9

On Service 18 (Monday-Friday only), buses arrive at Gateway Business Park at 0709, 0729, 0750, 0822 and 0852; and leave Gateway
Business Park at 1533, 1603, 1633, 1703 and 1733.
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A bus lane is located on Wellington Road by the former Craiginches Prison. This is operational between the
AM peak hours of 0730-0930 and PM peak hours of 1600-1800, and extends for 440m. Taxis are also
permitted access to the lane, though are less prevalent on the corridor compared with other routes across
the city.
The Local Authority Bus Operators Forum (LABOF) Steering Group undertook a review of public transport
pinch points and Bus Lane Surveys for several areas across Aberdeen in 2013, including Wellington Road,
following anecdotal evidence that the traditional peak traffic periods were spreading out-with the designated
peak times noted above.
The review identified issues at the Wellington Road/QE Bridge Roundabout with it being felt that the bus
lane ended too far from the roundabout, which meant that buses struggled to gain access to the roundabout
and onto the bridge. Surveys also established that due to increased adherence to the bus lane and
enforcement cameras, queuing vehicles extended as far back as the Lidl and Tesco stores meaning that
some buses experience a delay in accessing the bus lane.
Figure 2.10 – LABOF Review: Identified Pinch-Points
3972!
3971!

3891"

3982"

3981"

3931!

The bus lane surveys also highlighted that traffic levels were 19.4% greater between 0700 and 0800
compared to between 0800 and 0900 when the bus lanes are fully operational. This supports the perception
that the Wellington Road bus lane does not wholly operate when of most potential benefit to passengers.
Further investigation of this issue was a point raised by LABOF during consultations undertaken as part of
this study.
To assist with this review, traffic count data has been analysed which shows that the peak hour for
northbound traffic occurs in the 0800-0900 hour (see Table 2.2). This is not consistent with the findings of
the bus lane surveys described above. Site visits undertaken on the corridor in September 2014, coinciding
with the period of bus lane operation, also did not find any significant issues with queuing traffic, particularly
in the morning peak. Evening peak queues were found to subside relatively quickly. It is recognised however
that this issue has been raised on a number of occasions, including through LABOF, and as such should be
kept under review for further investigation, including through journey time surveys.
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Pedestrian Network
Alongside both sides of the Wellington Road carriageway, footways provide opportunity for pedestrian
movements. Crossing points are generally located at the principal interchanges and junctions on the route,
including Hareness and Souterhead Roundabouts, and at the key side accesses in the northern section of
the corridor.
However, in places, the pedestrian network is limited where footways are narrower than standard widths of
approximately 2m. On Wellington Road, this is characterised by the surroundings e.g. guardrails, street
furniture and bus stops which have the effect of reducing width. Pedestrians are also less likely to use the
full extent of paths where traffic is passing close to the carriageway.
Photo 2.3 – Narrowing of Footway at Bus Stop north of Hareness Roundabout (southbound)
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Aberdeen City Council’s Core Paths Plan does not designate any parts of Wellington Road itself as a core
path, although the network extends through the residential areas of Cove/Charleston, sections of the main
industrial areas, and along the Coast Road.
Figure 2.11 – Wellington Road Corridor: Core Path Network10

10

Aberdeen City Core Paths Plan: http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/corepathsplan/
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Cycle Network
Aberdeen is linked to the National Cycle Network via National Cycle Route (NCR) 1. NCR1 enters Aberdeen
via Cove Road and the Coast Road (routeing the fringe of Wellington Road). NCR1 also crosses Wellington
Road to reach the Wellington Suspension Bridge at the north end of the study area.
Figure 2.12 highlights the extent of the cycle network in the study corridor.
Figure 2.12 – Wellington Road Corridor: Cycle Network11

11

27

Aberdeen Cycle Map (2010)
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As the Aberdeen Cycle Map shows, the southern section of the study corridor provides cycle opportunities
via dual use paths, although there is no dedicated provision on the east side of Wellington Road between
the Charleston Interchange and south of Loirston Loch beyond the access for the new offices and car
dealerships. From this point, the recommended route for cyclists is off the Wellington Road carriageway and
through the West Tullos Industrial Estates. Cyclists are also eligible to use the bus lane by Craiginches
Prison.
As set out within the map, care is recommended for cyclists negotiating the Hareness Roundabout, the
Greenbank Road junction, and the QE Bridge. However, by the latter, NCR1 crosses the Wellington Road
suspension bridge, providing an off-road opportunity to cross the River Dee, though this first requires cyclists
to cross Wellington Road itself.
Discussions with the Shell Bike User Group (detailed later in this report) led to receipt of an on-road video
recorded by a commuting cyclist on the corridor. Observations from these have informed the identification of
problems and issues discussed later within this report.
Photo 2.4 – Cyclist Perspective: Souterhead Roundabout
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The Aberdeen Cycle Forum undertakes snapshot cycle counts on an annual basis. The most recent survey
was undertaken in May 2014. The counts include the following locations of relevance to this study:
The Shell Path (off-road cycle path running between the River Dee and West Tullos Road); and
Victoria Bridge/Market Street.

Photo 2.5 – Wellington Road Corridor: Walking/Cycling

Pedestrians on Wellington Road (northbound)

Cyclist on Wellington Road (southbound)

Shell Path at Abbotswell Road

Cyclist on Wellington Road Suspension Bridge
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Figure 2.13 below highlights the number of cyclists observed at these locations.
Figure 2.13 – Wellington Road Corridor Cycle Counts 2008-2014
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As Figure 2.12 demonstrates, the Shell Path in particular appears to be well used by cyclists, with the 2014
snapshot survey recording a higher number of cyclists than any of the previous counts from 2008-2013.

2.3.8

Freight
Wellington Road is the principal freight route in
Aberdeen, and is the primary route to/from
Aberdeen Harbour via the A90 (South). It forms
part of the heavily used “through city” HGV
route, and provides access to the
Wellington/Altens/Tullos Industrial Estates, and
the Altens Lorry Park facility.
As part of the Regional Freight Action Plan for
North East Scotland12, Nestrans have produced
an Area Freight Map which highlights the
principal freight routes in the region, with the
entirety of the Wellington Road Corridor shown
to be a key freight route.

Figure 2.14 – Wellington Road Corridor: Freight Route

12

http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/docs/FAP2_Appendix.pdf
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Previous work has been undertaken to confirm characteristics of Wellington Road freight flows in 201013 and
2012, which demonstrated that the highest flows northbound (city bound) are in the morning peak, with
southbound flows peaking prior to the PM peak. More than 2,500 goods vehicles a day pass through
Souterhead Roundabout (2010 figures). This work also established that most freight vehicles accessing the
corridor from the A90 (South) travel towards Market Street, emphasising the key role of Wellington Road in
facilitating harbour traffic movements. Utilising the ATC data reported in Section 2.3.2, it has been possible to
calculate that HGVs comprise 17% of the southbound traffic flow on Wellington Road, and 20% northbound.
Analysis of transport modelling data from the Aberdeen South Area Model (ASAM) 4A show that HGV vehicle
kilometres are forecast to reduce along the majority of the key corridors in Aberdeen City when the AWPR is
in place (compared with a 2018 Reference Case Scenario). This includes on Wellington Road between
Hareness Roundabout and the QE Bridge, where a 5% reduction in HGV vehicle kilometres is estimated with
the AWPR in place. Although this route will continue to operate as a principal HGV route given its role in
providing freight access to the harbour, this forecast suggests that a number of HGVs travelling to the north of
the city will likely use the AWPR as opposed to routes on Wellington Road and through the city. However, on
Wellington Road (southbound) between Hareness Roundabout and Charleston, HGV vehicle kilometres are
forecast to increase by 7% with the AWPR in place. This reflects the continuing importance of the Wellington
Road Corridor as an HGV corridor, with key industrial destinations (e.g. Altens/Tullos Industrial Estates and
Aberdeen Harbour) located along the route.

Photo 2.6 – Wellington Road Corridor: Freight

Key freight destinations (northbound)
Freight traffic (southbound) towards Charleston

Freight traffic on Queen Elizabeth Bridge (southbound)

13

http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/project/Freight_Flows_Report.pdf

Freight traffic (northbound) at Craigshaw Drive
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In 2011, green signal timings were optimised for freight vehicles at Greenbank Road and Craigshaw Drive
(southbound), to provide HGVs with additional time to pass through the signals on the uphill section of the
corridor heading out of the city. Data indicates that this has improved matters, with the Wellington Road
Traffic Signals Before and After Journey Time Surveys report14 noting that analysis of the journey time data
demonstrates that for the targeted flows, measurable journey time savings have been achieved.
As part of this study, it is considered that there is opportunity to further assess potential opportunities to
improve freight priority in the corridor, particularly with regard to the sharing of bus lanes given the lower
level of use of these by taxis compared with other parts of Aberdeen.

2.4

Review of Previous Studies
A key initial task in this study has been to undertake a broad review of key documents and previous studies
associated with the Wellington Road Corridor.
This is an important stage of the study process and is necessary to ensure that any options emerging from
the generation and sifting process do not conflict with previously established aspirations or commitments in
any of these documents.
A suite of documents for review has been prepared and these have been grouped into the following
categories:
Transport Policies and Consultation Documents: The Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy (RTS)
and the Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy (LTS); and comments received on transport issues as
part of the refresh of these documents.
Related Studies: Previous studies undertaken within the context of locking in the benefits of the AWPR
where there would be impacts on the Wellington Road Corridor.
Corridor Studies: Previous studies undertaken on the Wellington Road Corridor for various modes,
including freight and school transport.
Development Plans: Proposals affecting the study corridor set out in the Aberdeen City Local
Development Plan (LDP) and the Loirston Development Framework.
In addition to this, a review of STAG sections specifically targeted at the pre-appraisal phase of the process
relevant to this study (Analysis of Problems and Opportunities, Objective Setting and Option Generation,
Sifting and Development) has been undertaken.
Table 2.8 below provides a summary of the key points in the relevant documents associated with this study.
Appendix A contains a more detailed review of each of these documents.
Table 2.8 – Review of Previous Studies and Relevant Documents

14

Document

Date

Nestrans Regional
Transport Strategy

January 2014

Aberdeen City Local
Transport Strategy

2008-2012

Comment
Highlighted the importance of addressing air quality issues in
Aberdeen’s Air Quality Management Areas, including Wellington
Road. The Wellington Road Corridor study should help to provide
complementary support across the Strategic and sub-objectives of
the RTS.
Outlines measures to improve network capacity and using
prioritisation of road space to support sustainable modes as well
as trialling a Large Vehicle Lane as a further measure to lock in

http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/project/Wellington_Road_Signals_report3_w-charts.pdf
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Comment
the benefits of the AWPR.
As part of the LTS refresh Main Issues consultation in 2013, it was
noted that Wellington Road could benefit from greater cycle
provision and that public and active travel needs to be promoted
more boldly; for instance, through the promotion of Park & Ride
and new stations next to major employment areas, such as at
Altens.

Optimising the
Benefits of the
AWPR

Aberdeen Access
from the South Core
Document: Transport
Report

Highlighted that the benefits of the AWPR align with national,
regional and local transport policy objectives, with complementary
measures necessary to capture and “lock in” these benefits.
2008

AWPR complementary measures specific to the Wellington Road
Corridor include integrating measures with Park & Ride sites and
providing bus priority or trial bus/trial HOV routes from north to
south.
Notes that rising gradients on southbound carriageways on the
A90 and A956 (Wellington Road) cause problems for freight and
that there are concerns regarding pedestrian crossing facilities,
cyclist safety and motorcyclist safety at most roundabouts in the
south (including Souterhead and Hareness).

May 2008

Also noted that there was a lack of public transport linkages
between employment areas in Altens/Tullos and residential
centres across Aberdeen.
The study considered options over the short, medium and long
term and two suggested options were the signalisation at
Hareness Road/Wellington Road and several Park & Ride options.

Bridge of Dee STAG
Part 1 Appraisal of
Scheme Options

2013

A traffic modelling appraisal as part of a STAG Part 1 Appraisal for
the proposed Bridge of Dee project found that of the proposed
concepts, an additional upstream crossing of the Dee with
additional infrastructure and link between Garthdee Road and
Anderson Drive offered the best results with regard to journey time
and queue length reductions.
This study found that overall it would be detrimental to journey
times to deliver an HOV Lane (on Stonehaven Road) prior to the
AWPR.

Southern Approach
Segregation and
Prioritisation

December
2009

With regard to Wellington Road, while a Large Vehicle Lane could
help large and heavy vehicles to make the southbound journey
along Wellington Road with more ease than they do at present,
the potential safety implications of vehicles changing lanes and
the difficulty in enforcing the access to the lane mean that the
scheme would be difficult to implement. As such, alternatives to
the LVLs were suggested, which included banning of turns,
adjusted traffic signal timings (and extended green times).
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A90 Schoolhill Park
& Ride / Choose
Feasibility Study

March 2009

Nestrans Park &
Ride Operations
Study

2008

34

Comment
Overall the report concluded that a Park & Ride site at Schoolhill
would bring benefits in terms of economics, accessibility,
environment, safety and integration. It reported that, even using
conservative estimates, the scheme showed a positive Net
Present Value and Benefit Cost Ratio of significantly more than 1
when land costs are excluded.
One element for achieving a key strand of Nestrans RTS is
through expanded Park and Ride provision linked to the
development of the AWPR. The report highlighted that the AWPR
would have three key benefits; some bus services could use the
AWPR with improved running times and productivity, car drivers
approaching Aberdeen on one corridor will easily be able to
transfer to another corridor in order to access a Park and Ride site
and the opening of the road will reduce traffic levels on many other
roads in its vicinity.
It was highlighted by the study that some routes to the new
Academy would require pupils to walk along Wellington Road,
including crossing of the road. For pupils travelling from the Torry
area, Wellington Road was suggested to be, overall, unsuitable as
a walking route.

School Travel
Assessment: Cove/
Kincorth/ Torry

2013

The report also presents options for public transport provision
to/from the new Academy site. This summarises that existing bus
service arrangements for Cove may continue to develop. Securing
access to the site through Wellington Circle may reduce the
current demand for bus transport from Cove to the new Academy.
For Torry, bus operators highlighted that the most appropriate
means of enabling the provision of a public transport service to be
paid for by pupils would be to arrange the provision of a specific
bus service, similar in scope to what is currently provided for
pupils living in Cove.
It was also highlighted during the assessment of public transport
options that southbound services on Wellington Road are typically
full by the time they reach Torry. This would result in a lack of
spare capacity for pupils travelling from Torry to the new Academy
site.

Wellington Road
Revised Traffic
Signal Timings Study

Aberdeen City
Freight Flows Study/
Strategic Freight
Flows Study

2011

2013

This work looked at before and after journey time surveys on
Wellington Road, assessing the impact of revised traffic signal
timings. Analysis of the journey time data demonstrated that for
the targeted traffic flows (southbound freight vehicles in the off
peak period), measurable journey time savings were achieved
following the introduction of the signals re-timing project.
Notes that previous surveys have highlighted the key role of
Wellington Road as the principal freight route into and out of
Aberdeen and a key link into Aberdeen Harbour.
Further surveys were undertaken in 2013 which captured key
strategic freight movements into the region from the south.
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Aberdeen City Local
Development Plan /
Main Issues Report
for the Aberdeen
Local Development
Plan

2012 / January
2014

Loirston
Development
Framework

November
2012
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Comment
The LDP outlines a number of allocated sites on the Wellington
Road Corridor, including the Aberdeen Gateway Site and
allocation for retail and housing. The Main Issues Report is the
first step towards producing a revised plan to replace the 2012
LDP. The expansion of Aberdeen Harbour is considered, with the
case for the harbour to expand being expressed in Aberdeen
Harbour’s Case for Growth document. With a further document,
Directions for Growth, Nigg Bay has emerged as the preferred
location for extending harbour operations. The Main Issues Report
also notes that the principal means of access into Nigg Bay is
likely to be the Coast Road.
In terms of transport and infrastructure, responses received during
the consultation event held for the Development Framework
highlighted (amongst other things) concern about drainage issues,
the impact of increased traffic and safe crossings for pedestrians
across Wellington Road.

2.5
Air Quality Management Area
The Air Quality Strategy for Scotland, England and Northern Ireland 200715 sets out the government’s air quality
objectives and policy options to improve air quality across the UK. To ensure that these national air quality
objectives are achieved in all areas, a system of Local Air Quality Management was implemented. This system
requires local authorities to undertake periodic reviews of current and future air quality in their areas. If a local
authority finds any location where the national objectives for 8 pollutants are not likely to be achieved, it must
declare the affected area an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA). The authority must then put together a Local Air
Quality Action Plan to reduce pollution levels and improve air quality.
Since 2008, three AQMAs have been designated in Aberdeen, as set
out in the corresponding figure16:
In addition the city centre and Anderson Driver/Haudagain
Roundabout/Auchmill Road Corridor AQMAs, part of the Wellington
Road Corridor has also been identified as an AQMA. Specifically, the
area covers the section of the road between QE Bridge and Balnagask
Road (the northern part of the route).
The three AQMA in Aberdeen were declared due to exceedances of the
annual objectives for nitrogen dioxide (
) and fine particles (
).
Road traffic is the main source of these emissions, although domestic
and commercial sources, including Aberdeen Harbour, contribute to the
17
problem. To address this, an Air Quality Action Plan was approved in
April 2011. The plan details a series of measures aimed at reducing
emissions in order to achieve the air quality objectives; these can be
categorised into the following groups:

Figure 2.15: Aberdeen City AQMA

Modal Shift and Influencing Travel Choice;
15

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/69336/pb12654-air-quality-strategy-vol1-070712.pdf
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=39456&sID=4456
17
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=39456&sID=4456
16
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Lower Emissions and Cleaner Vehicles;
Road Infrastructure;
Traffic Management;
Planning and Policies; and
Non-Transport Measures;
This plan currently remains the most up to date. The proposed measures are designed to contribute to
improving air quality in Aberdeen in general, with a specific focus on the three AQMAs.
2.6

Development Proposals
Aberdeen City Council adopted its Local Development Plan in February 2012.
Figure 2.16 – Aberdeen LDP Proposals, Wellington Road Corridor18

18

Extracted from Aberdeen Local Development Plan,
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/planning_environment/planning/local_development_plan/pla_local_development_plan.asp
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As set out in the LDP, there are a number of allocated sites on the Wellington Road Corridor.
Table 2.9 – LDP Allocations, Wellington Road Corridor
Allocation
OP69
OP71
OP72
OP75
OP76
OP77
OP78
OP80

Description
Aberdeen Gateway Site.
This has been partly constructed to date.
Existing quarry. It is understood that planning permission for further extraction has recently
been granted.
30ha residential site – much of this site has already been brought forward through planning,
and much of this has been constructed to date.
Allocation for a further 150 houses.
Allocation for retail.
Allocation for 1,500 houses and 11ha of employment land. It is understood that this is at
various stages in the planning process.
Allocated for 20.5ha of employment land.
15ha allocation for new stadium and sports facilities (Cove Rangers).

A Main Issues Report for the Aberdeen LDP was published in January 2014, as the first step towards
producing a revised plan to replace the 2012 LDP.
This considers the expansion of Aberdeen Harbour, which is proposed within the National Planning
Framework 3 as a national development. The case for the Harbour to expand was expressed in Aberdeen
Harbour’s Case for Growth document published in September 2012. This highlighted the importance of
considering ways to expand harbour operations in Aberdeen in order to continue to grow operations, with a
further document Directions for Growth19 assessing potential expansion locations. This has since led to the
emergence of Nigg Bay as the preferred location for extending harbour operations.
The Main Issues Report for the Aberdeen LDP notes: “The principal means of access into Nigg Bay is likely
to be the coast road. This will need to be widened to accommodate the heavy goods vehicles which use the
harbour and it is likely that an improved crossing over the railway will be needed. In order to avoid impacts
on residential areas, the coast road would be accessed via Wellington Road and through Altens Industrial
Estate. Should transport modelling indicate that more than one road access is required, then these will need
to be explored.”
In addition, as set out in Table 2.8, a Development Framework for Loirston was published in November
2012. In terms of transport and infrastructure, responses received during the consultation event held for the
Development Framework highlighted the following:
Concern expressed about drainage issues – SUDS should ensure no detrimental impact on Loirston
Loch and the River Dee Catchment Area;
Concern expressed about the impact of increased traffic on the local road network;
Concern expressed about the proposed causeway access across Loirston Loch;
Safe crossing for pedestrians needs to be provided on Wellington Road;
Provide a new access to the site from the A90(T) to the west;
Need to retain and respect Core Paths and Rights of Way through the area;
The proposals should be subject to an accurate traffic assessment and a detailed road layout should be
provided; and
19

http://www.aberdeen-harbour.co.uk/development/Publications/Directions%20for%20Growth.pdf?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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Need for better bus services in the area and ensuring bus companies are bound to the routes to be
provided.
2.7

Summary
In summary, this chapter has set the context for the Wellington Road Corridor Multi-Modal Transport Study.
It has provided an overview of the socio-economic characteristics of the corridor and the transport network,
and reviewed previous studies of relevance to the corridor. The scope of current development proposals
also help to set the context for this study.
Key findings from this review are as follows:
Wellington Road has been subject to a number of studies in recent years which have identified key
issues relating to congestion on a Corridor which has a range of competing transport demands for car
drivers, public transport users, pedestrians and cyclists.
The Corridor is an important freight corridor.
There are a number of key movements between Wellington Road and the side roads on the corridor,
particularly to/from the Altens and Tullos industrial estates.
Although most accidents on the corridor are recorded as “damage only”, a number occur when vehicles
are performing a right turn manoeuvre between Wellington Road and the side roads.
There are a number of development proposals which may affect traffic flows and patterns on the corridor
in the future including the allocations within the Local Development Plan, the proposed extension of
Aberdeen Harbour, and the new build academy at Loirston.
The Wellington Road Corridor has been identified as an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA).
Specifically, the area covers the section of the road between the QE Bridge and Balnagask Road (the
northern part of the route). The AQMA was declared due to exceedances of the annual objectives for
nitrogen dioxide (NO ) and fine particles (PM ). Road traffic is the main source of these emissions.
Chapter 3 draws on this information by confirming the outcomes of stakeholder consultations that have been
undertaken to support this study.

Stakeholder Consultation
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3

Stakeholder Consultation

3.1

Introduction
Analysis of problems and opportunities is a core foundation of any pre-appraisal transport study developed
in accordance with STAG. Analysis of the key issues associated with the Wellington Road Corridor has been
initially informed by the review of the key characteristics of the study area, and relevant studies and
documents (Chapter 2).
In order to further explore problems, issues, opportunities and constraints on the study corridor, a series of
targeted consultations with a number of stakeholders have been undertaken to support the study.
This chapter summarises the key outcomes of these discussions.

3.2

Stakeholder Consultations – Overview
Following discussions with the client group for the study, it was agreed that targeted discussions should be
held with the following:
Table 3.1 – Study Consultees
Consultee(s)

Purpose

Transport Strategy and Programmes,
Aberdeen City Council (ACC)

Discussion with Transport Strategy team regarding issues on the corridor.

Roads Projects Unit,
ACC

Discussion of Roads Development issues on the corridor.

Road Safety and Traffic Management
Team, ACC

Discussion with Road Safety and Traffic Management Team regarding
issues on the corridor.

Education, ACC

Discussion regarding safer routes to school in context of
Cove/Kincorth/Torry pupils accessing new Academy.

Car Club / Electric Vehicle Team,
ACC

Discussion of potential electric vehicle charging point and car club
expansion opportunities.

Core Paths Team, ACC

Discussion of Core Paths network opportunities.

Air Quality and Noise Team, ACC

Discussion of air quality and noise issues on the corridor.

Transportation Team, Aberdeenshire
Council

Discussion of cross-boundary impacts and interactions between
Aberdeenshire and the Wellington Road Corridor.

North East Freight Forum

Discussion of freight problems and opportunities as part of North East
Freight Forum.

Local Authority Bus Operators Forum
(LABOF)

Discussion of problems/issues/opportunities/constraints for public transport
on the corridor.
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Consultee(s)

Purpose

Stagecoach North Scotland
Aberdeenshire Public Transport Unit
(PTU)

Targeted follow-up discussions following LABOF meeting.

First Aberdeen
Aberdeen City PTU

3.3

Aberdeen Cycle Forum

Discussion of cycling related problems and opportunities on the corridor.

Altens Travel Plan Group

To discuss travel issues affecting businesses on the corridor.
An informal discussion was held with some organisations based in the
Altens area, including Total, and undertook a further discussion with the
Shell Bike User Group (BUG).

Aberdeen Harbour Board

Discussion of new harbour at Nigg Bay and consideration of access routes.

Disability Advisory Group

Discussion of Wellington Road Corridor issues from the perspective of
DAG.

Stakeholder Consultations – Key Outcomes
Summaries of each stakeholder consultation are noted in the table below. Full notes of discussion for each
consultation have been issued separately to the client group.
Table 3.2 – Stakeholder Consultations: Key Points
Consultee(s)

Transport Strategy and Programmes,
Aberdeen City Council (ACC)

Key Points
Need to derive solutions that will ensure best use of the route once the
AWPR is in place.
Study should focus on locking in mode hierarchy (active travel, bus,
freight, private vehicles).
Queuing and congestion issues noted to be at their worst during the
PM peak city bound. Hareness Roundabout experiences queuing on
all approaches.

Roads Projects Unit,
ACC

There are a high number of junctions along the route and while it was
considered that it would be difficult to take any out due to likely protest
from local communities / businesses, it may be possible to remove
some right turn movements and amend traffic signals to improve flow
along Wellington Road.
It was noted that it is difficult to consider Wellington Road in isolation of
the A90 Stonehaven Road.

Road Safety and Traffic Management
Team, ACC

Congestion occurs as there are limited bridge crossing options on the
Wellington Road Corridor to access the city centre (and beyond) north
of the River Dee.
Difficulties for bus egress at the Wellington Road/Girdleness Road
The opportunity to safeguard land at the former prison site for route
widening should be examined.
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Consultee(s)

Education, ACC

Key Points
A key concern is the level of traffic on the Wellington Road Corridor,
particularly for those that would walk and require to utilise crossing
points.
Supportive of safe walking and cycling routes as they would have
positive effects on general health.

Car Club / Electric Vehicle Team,
ACC

General issue of finding land within Council control suitable for
installing electric vehicle charging infrastructure. Potential locations
assessed as funding becomes available.
Given the nature of the corridor, it is more difficult to find suitable sites
to expand the car club in this area. Industrial estates such as
Altens/Tullos could offer an opportunity.
Management of the core path network is challenged by the scale of
development in the area.

Core Paths Team, ACC

Important that links continue to be made and maintained in the area.
Core paths are designed for all users.
HGVs are likely to be the most significant contributor to the high
pollution levels on the route.

Air Quality and Noise Team, ACC

Number of major housing and office developments with planning
permission, undergoing construction or going through the planning
process that cumulatively will impact on traffic flows and hence
congestion.
The AQMA currently only covers a small section of Wellington Road
south of the River.
Wellington Road has not been identified as a Candidate Noise
Management Area within the Agglomeration Noise Action Plan.
Aberdeenshire Council is progressing plans for a Park and Ride site at
Schoolhill, north of Portlethen.

Transportation Team, Aberdeenshire
Council

It will be important that the study considers bus priority options on the
Wellington Road Corridor.
Bus priority could be achieved by a variety of means, including routing
via Redmoss Road, traffic signal priority, and bus lanes.
There are a number of development issues in the vicinity of the study
area, along the Aberdeenshire/Aberdeen City boundary.
The AWPR should help to reduce the number of HGVs using
Wellington Road.

North East Freight Forum

Appropriate signing (to direct HGVs bound for the likes of Peterhead
and Fraserburgh) away from Wellington Road will be a key measure to
support the AWPR.
Consideration should be given to allowing HGVs into bus lanes.
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Consultee(s)

Key Points
Congestion issues at the QE Bridge/Wellington Road Roundabout as
the bus lane ends too far from the roundabout, causing queuing.

Local Authority Bus Operators Forum
(LABOF)

Suggested that the bus lane timings on the corridor are too late in the
morning, and miss the peak period for traffic.
A shared use bus/HGV lane was generally regarded as an option to
consider, provided that a shared use facility did not restrict the full
benefits of bus priority.
The main issue relates to the north of the corridor (by the prison) where
queues extend back up the hill due to bus lane access issue.

Stagecoach North Scotland

Aberdeenshire PTU

Wellington Road would be used for onward routeing of Stagecoach
services from the proposed Schoolhill Park & Ride provided that it
enabled a fast route into Aberdeen City Centre and had desirable
journey times.
A key future issue will be linking services into the corridor from the
proposed Park and Ride site at Schoolhill, north of Portlethen. The key
challenge relates to the difficulties of encouraging passengers to use
the site when there is currently no bus priority to support quick and
efficient access into Aberdeen City Centre (i.e. an attractive alternative
to the car).
The location and length of the bus lane on Wellington Road contributes
to congestion.

First Aberdeen / Aberdeen City PTU

There is a “chicken and egg” situation whereby it is difficult to promote
public transport use from new developments when bus priority is yet to
be provided.
The foremost priority for First Aberdeen is to have bus only lanes
provided.

Aberdeen Cycle Forum and
Shell Bike User Group

Identification of problems/issues/opportunities/constraints by members
of the BUG and suggestion of potential options for the study to consider
including improved crossing opportunities.
Confirmation of issues relating to the Nigg Bay Harbour development.

Aberdeen Harbour Board

Disability Advisory Group

A large vehicle lane on Wellington Road Corridor would be beneficial.
Priority express buses for specific industrial estates (i.e. limited stops)
would also be beneficial.
The crossing at Souterhead does not provide enough time for crossing.
Increased signage in the area would be beneficial.
Impact of closure of Aberdeen Prison – and opportunity for dualling.
Need to consider the impacts of travel to the new academy for pupils
with disabilities.
For pedestrians, there is a lack of visual clues around crossings for the
hard of hearing/deaf. The existing audio signals used are not sufficient.
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Stakeholder Consultations – Summary
The principal findings of the stakeholder consultation exercise can be summarised as follows.
Congestion is a major issue affecting the corridor, caused by the cumulative impact of constrained land
at the former Craiginches Prison site, insufficient crossing points across the River Dee, the bus lane
ending too far from the QE Bridge Roundabout and new housing and office developments attracting
increasing numbers of vehicles.
It was noted throughout the consultation exercise that sustainable solutions for the corridor should be
explored in order to lock in the benefits of the AWPR.
Several consultees raised the possibility of exploring options to safeguard land for dualling at the former
Craiginches Prison site, which has been identified as a major pinch point on the Wellington Road
Corridor.
The implementation of HGV Lanes/Large Vehicle Lanes to work in cognisance with bus lanes was
raised, along with potential alternative configurations of the existing bus lane, traffic signals and junctions
along the route, as well as options relating to public transport service provision on the corridor.

Problems and Opportunities

4

Problems and Opportunities

4.1

Problems and Opportunities Review
Drawing on the review of the study area, previous relevant studies and documents, and the consultations
outlined in Chapter 3, this chapter of the report brings together the principal problems, issues, opportunities
and constraints identified on the study corridor.
As noted earlier in this report, no new data has been collected as part of this study. Thus the problems,
issues, opportunities and constraints associated with the Wellington Road Corridor have been identified
using existing available data sources, supported by the stakeholder discussions.

Table 4.1 – Summary of Transport Problems, Issues, Opportunities and Constraints in the Study Area

Problems
Peak congestion across the route, and particularly city-bound in the PM peak affecting all traffic –
private vehicles, HGVs and buses. Backed up traffic on other routes such as West Tullos Road, Great
Southern Road, QE Bridge/South College Street/Esplanade roundabout, and Market Street
contributes to congestion issues on Wellington Road.
High levels of right-turning traffic with a potential negative effect on traffic using Wellington Road,
and causing safety issues. These include right turn movements into and from Greenwell Road and
Girdleness Road, including by buses and HGVs which can block the carriageway.
Bus journey time reliability issues on Wellington Road during peak times. Increased adherence to
bus lane means that traffic queuing extends back (to approx. Lidl) and buses face long queues to
access the bus lane. There are concerns over the effectiveness of this bus lane, although further
quantification is required.
Routeing of HGVs (and rat-runners) along the Coast Road, causes congestion issues in Torry on
Victoria Road/Victoria Bridge.
Buses can cause queuing, delays and potential conflicts due to changing lanes along the route, for
example at the bus stop beyond Souterhead Roundabout and also on approach to Wellington Road /
Menzies Road Roundabout.
There is a lack of public transport access into the Altens Industrial Estate.
The Corridor is generally regarded as unfriendly for walking and cycling – there are gaps in the
network (e.g. NCR1 crosses Wellington Road en route to Wellington Suspension Bridge), physical
constraints on pedestrian movement and a lack of segregation between motorised and nonmotorised users.
As a heavily trafficked route with high concentration of HGVs, there are air quality issues.
There is severance between communities (e.g. Old Wellington Road and Kincorth) as they are
bisected by the Wellington Road dual carriageway.
Safety issues along Wellington Road means cyclists have been observed to avoid the route. Issues
include high levels of HGVs and speeding traffic. Difficulties negotiating Hareness Roundabout for
cyclists have also been noted.
Cyclists accessing the bus lane can cause holds-ups for buses on occasion.
There are problems coming out of Aberdeen due to the southbound uphill gradient which slows
HGVs and other large vehicles, as well as cyclists.

Opportunities
Following completion of the AWPR, modelling suggests that the greatest opportunities to “lock in”
sustainable benefits are in the northern part of the corridor, while the southern end (with increasing
development) will attract vehicular traffic off the AWPR.
Closure of the former Craiginches prison and redevelopment proposals may provide future
opportunity to dual the section of the carriageway adjacent to the prison, which is a current pinch-

Issues
With the AWPR in place journey times are forecast to reduce along the northern part of the
Wellington Road Corridor between Hareness Roundabout and the QE Bridge, compared to both
Reference Case and 2010 Baseline scenarios. However, on the southern section of Wellington Road
between Hareness Roundabout and Charleston Intersection, local journey times are anticipated to
increase with additional traffic accessing the route via the AWPR at Charleston intersection
and travelling to/from nearby developments.
The Corridor has a high volume of HGVs (20% of total vehicle flow northbound and 17% southbound).
2010 Surveys suggested approx. 2500 goods vehicles travel through Souterhead Roundabout per day.
The majority of accidents on the corridor are recorded as “damage only” – many are located at or
close to roundabouts or junctions.
The AWPR is likely to change how HGVs from Dyce and the north access Aberdeen Harbour, with the
AWPR becoming the preferred route with traffic looping north to south rather than via the city
centre. This could have an impact of increasing HGV traffic on Wellington Road, although it is also
anticipated that HGVs which use this route to get to the north of the city (i.e. Peterhead/Fraserburgh)
would instead use the AWPR.
Anecdotal evidence has suggested that due to capacity issues on the corridor and high number of
vehicles travelling into the area from Aberdeenshire, rat-running through Cove and Torry, and also
from Portlethen via Findon is common.
Growing demand in the future from key development areas such as Loirston, and fulfillment of
historic LDP sites. Significant development in Aberdeenshire will also place greater demands on the
corridor.
The Nigg Bay Harbour development will impact on the Corridor where access/egress from Wellington
Road is required.
There are considered to be lane discipline issues on the southbound approach to the Charleston
flyover.
HGVs require ample space to perform right turn manoeuvres, particularly at the QE Bridge en route to
the Harbour.
There is a need to be careful not to create unwelcome diversions simply to avoid congestion.
In general, it was considered that the sheer volume of traffic on side roads is the primary issue which
contributes to congestion rather than any specific mode of transport.
There is an Air Quality Management Area designated (the Wellington AQMA) from QE Bridge to
Balnagask Road due to high levels of Nitrogen Dioxide and Particulates.
Management of the core path network is challenged by the scale of development in this area.
Previously “rural” core paths are increasingly being brought into more urban settings by continued
development in this part of Aberdeen.
There is concern over the use of Wellington Road as a proposed walking route to school for Torry
pupils when the new Academy at Loirston is completed.
Constraints
There are various environmental constraints in the area including the Wellington Road AQMA.
High number of side accesses, traffic signals and right turns along the corridor have knock-on effects
on the efficiency of movements on Wellington Road, particularly at the northern end of the Corridor.
There are constraints on traffic flow posed by the narrowing of the road past the former Craiginches
Prison. The road is narrow here and this is not conducive for cycle infrastructure.

point on the Corridor.
Wider proposals including improvements at South College Street and Bridge of Dee could help to
generate wider benefits for the Wellington Road Corridor. Proposals for the A90 Stonehaven Road
provide opportunities to introduce complementary measures on the corridor.
The proposals for a Park & Ride at Schoolhill to the south of the corridor could reduce the impacts
placed on the network by vehicles travelling into Aberdeen from the south and increase the
potential for introducing bus priority along the corridor.
Future development proposed for the Wellington Road Corridor is likely to generate new passenger
demand and if supported by improved facilities, could increase the attractiveness of bus services on
the corridor.
There may be opportunities to review current hours of bus lane operation such that it is more
aligned with the patterns of travel to and from the main attractors on the Corridor (e.g. Altens /
Tullos).
On the whole there are a range of path opportunities around Cove (southern end of Wellington
Road) but these are coming under increasing pressure from development.
There may be opportunities to consider rationalising access from side roads onto the main route,
particularly where right turn manoeuvres are involved.
There are opportunities to explore tie-ins between the Wellington Road Corridor and other projects
being taken forward in the region, including the Hydrogen Buses Project, which could support the
strategy for the Wellington Road AQMA.
The Loirston Master Plan is promoting local development, and provides opportunity to incorporate
active travel infrastructure to support walking and cycling.
Extending bus lanes/large vehicles lanes could have benefits for promoting modal shift but these
would require political support. It has been noted that taxis are less prevalent on Wellington Road
compared to other routes across the city which may increase the opportunity for sharing of bus
lanes for other priorities such as freight.
Altens Travel Plan Group and other groups such as Shell Bike Users Group are proactive on options
to improve active travel opportunities on the Corridor.
Nestrans/Aberdeen City Council have ambitious plans for cycle networks across the City, which may
provide opportunities for enhancing connectivity between networks.
Extension of Aberdeen Harbour to Nigg Bay has been identified as a project of national importance
as part of the NPF3 and may provide opportunities, including for increased rail freight.
Alterations to green signal times at Greenbank Road and Craigshaw Drive have reportedly been
successful in improving HGV journey time reliability. Further review of existing signal arrangements
could help to increase the efficiency of junctions and improve the balance of priority between traffic
flows.
The use of Redmoss Road as a rat run has significantly reduced since the dualling works on
Wellington Road were completed. This could therefore make this route attractive for use as a shared
cycle/bus way and provide opportunities to provide a route to the river crossings. Development of
the new Loirston Academy may also provide opportunities to improve provision for sustainable
travel on Redmoss Road.

There are constraints on traffic flow posed by the operation of the bus lane at the northern end of the
Corridor.
Sections of the route are lined with residential properties, which constrains land-take.
Carriageway space is limited in some parts of the Corridor therefore most on-road cycling is not
segregated from normal vehicular traffic. From Hareness to the northern part of Wellington Road,
cycle provision is more difficult due to space constraints.
Towards the city centre along Wellington Road, there are fewer paths and alternative routes other
than the roadside pavement.
Geography and steep inclines at certain points on the Corridor pose engineering challenges in terms
of option development.
There is a pinch point at Charleston (southbound) on Wellington Road where the carriageway splits
into north and south exits for the A90.
There is a lack of connectivity / integration between local bus services and industrial estates.
There are currently no electric vehicle charging points on the corridor and a constraint lies in finding
land within Council control suitable for installing the required infrastructure.
Plentiful supply of car parking for employment areas on the corridor makes it more challenging to
promote modal shift.

The problems, issues, opportunities and constraints identified set the context for objective setting in Chapter 5, and thereafter, the generation and sifting of multi-modal options for the Wellington Road Corridor.

Transport Planning Objective
Setting
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Transport Planning Objective Setting

5.1

Introduction
This chapter provides an initial set of transport planning objectives for the Wellington Road Corridor MultiModal Transport Study. The objectives have been informed by a review of problems, issues, opportunities
and constraints on the study corridor, reviews of previous studies, and targeted discussions with key
stakeholders identified in the Inception Report for this study.

5.2

Objective Development
Transport planning objectives (TPOs) for the study have been developed based on the outcomes of the
tasks outlined in Chapters 2, 3 and 4. These are as follows:
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Table 5.1 – Transport Planning Objectives
Objective
TPO1 – Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking in of
the benefits of the AWPR
TPO2 – Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the Corridor.
TPO 3 – Reduce and manage traffic demands at key pinch points on the Corridor.
TPO 4 – Improve accessibility to employment areas on the Corridor.
TPO 5 – Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users.
TPO 6 – Promote a transport corridor which supports air quality improvement strategies and improves
public health.
Table 5.2 demonstrates how the TPOs align with the problems confirmed in Chapter 4. This categorises the
key problems into groupings and, importantly, demonstrates the suitability of the TPOs that have been
developed to address them.
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Table 5.2 – Alignment of Study Area Problems with Transport Planning Objectives

Problems
Traffic related / Congestion
Peak congestion across the route, and particularly city-bound in the PM peak affecting
all traffic – private vehicles, HGVs and buses. Backed up traffic on other routes such as
West Tullos Road, Great Southern Road, QE Bridge/South College Street/Esplanade
roundabout, and Market Street contributes to congestion issues on Wellington Road.
Routing of HGVs (and rat-runners) along the Coast Road, causes congestion issues in
Torry on Victoria Road/Victoria Bridge.
Buses can cause queuing, delays and potential conflicts due to changing lanes along the
route, for example at the bus stop beyond Souterhead Roundabout and also on approach
to Wellington Road / Menzies Road Roundabout.
Bus journey time reliability issues on Wellington Road during peak times. Increased
adherence to bus lane means that traffic queuing extends back (to approx. Lidl) and
buses face long queues to access the bus lane. There are concerns over the effectiveness
of this bus lane.
As a heavily trafficked route with high concentration of HGVs, there are air quality
issues.

Active Travel
The Corridor is generally regarded as unfriendly for walking and cycling – there are gaps
in the network and a lack of segregation between motorised and non-motorised users.
Pedestrian access issues on the corridor e.g. narrow footways/paths.

TPO 6 - Promote a transport
corridor which supports air
quality improvement strategies
and improves public health.

TPO 5 - Promote a Corridor
which is safe for all users.

TPO 4 - Improve accessibility to
employment areas on the
Corridor.

TPO 3 - Reduce and manage
traffic demands at key pinch
points on the Corridor.

TPO 2 - Facilitate efficient
movement of freight on the
Corridor.

TPO 1 - Provide greater priority
to sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor and
facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR.

Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs)
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Cyclists accessing the bus lane can cause hold-ups for buses on occasion.

Public Transport
There is a lack of public transport access into the Altens Industrial Estate.

Safety
Safety issues along Wellington Road means cyclists have been observed to avoid the
route. Issues include high levels of HGVs and speeding traffic. Difficulties negotiating
Hareness Roundabout for cyclists have also been noted.
High levels of right-turning traffic with a potential negative effect on traffic using
Wellington Road, and causing safety issues. These include right turn movements into and
from Greenwell Road and Girdleness Road, including by buses and HGVs which can block
the carriageway.

Additional Problems
There are problems coming out of Aberdeen due to the southbound uphill gradient which
slows HGVs and other large vehicles, as well as cyclists.
There is severance between communities (e.g. Old Wellington Road and Kincorth) as
they are bisected by the Wellington Road dual carriageway.

TPO 6 - Promote a transport
corridor which supports air
quality improvement strategies
and improves public health.

TPO 5 - Promote a Corridor
which is safe for all users.

TPO 4 - Improve accessibility to
employment areas on the
Corridor.

TPO 3 - Reduce and manage
traffic demands at key pinch
points on the Corridor.

TPO 2 - Facilitate efficient
movement of freight on the
Corridor.

TPO 1 - Provide greater priority
to sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor and
facilitate locking in of the
benefits of the AWPR.

Transport Planning Objectives (TPOs)
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Furthermore, whilst not an essential part of this early stage in the appraisal process, it is often useful to
develop indicators alongside the development of objectives. This process helps to identify any objectives
which are not SMART. An initial set of indicators is shown below.
Table 5.3 – Transport Planning Objectives
Objective
Provide greater priority to sustainable modes of
transport on the Corridor and facilitate locking
in of the benefits of the AWPR

Indicator
Modal share by sustainable transport along the
corridor (source: RSI surveys, operator data).

Facilitate efficient movement of freight on the
Corridor.

% of journeys by HGVs made within x minutes of
average journey time (source: journey time
surveys; standard deviation).

Reduce and manage traffic demands at key
pinch points on the Corridor.

Reduction in volume of vehicles by mode / % of
journeys made within x minutes of average journey
time (source: traffic count data / journey time
surveys; standard deviation).

Improve accessibility to employment areas on
the Corridor.

Reduction in delays (RSI surveys).

Promote a Corridor which is safe for all users.

Number, severity and type of accidents on the
corridor (broken down by type of road user).

Promote a transport corridor which supports air
quality improvement strategies and improves
public health.

Reduced level of monitoring pollutants (source:
AQMA monitoring).
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Option Generation and Sifting

6.1

Introduction
This chapter sets out a long list of options that have been generated to address the problems, issues,
opportunities and constraints identified for the Wellington Road Corridor.
Options for all modes are considered, with their suitability in terms of their performance against the
Transport Planning Objectives (Chapter 5) forming the basis for their selection or rejection.
An assessment is also made of how the options perform against implementability criteria (i.e. feasibility,
affordability and public acceptability) and against national transport appraisal criteria as defined in STAG
(Environment, Safety, Economy, Integration and Accessibility and Social Inclusion).

6.2

Long List of Options
Table 6.1 overleaf presents an appraisal framework detailing the long list of options generated for the
Wellington Road Corridor.
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Table 6.1 – Long List of Options
Ref

Option

Rationale for Consideration

Geographical Focus

1

Pedestrian
Improvements

As established through site visits and
consultation, it is considered that
Wellington Road is generally
unattractive to pedestrians. Specifically,
the route is characterised by limited
segregation between pedestrians and
general traffic, a high composition of
HGVs, gradients, air quality and noise
issues, and narrow footways, including
areas where the location of physical
infrastructure e.g. bus shelters, causes
severance. Limited crossing
opportunities in some locations have
also been noted.

Corridor-Wide.

Aspirations for improving the cycle
network across City and increasing the
modal share of active travel.

From the QE Bridge to
Hareness Roundabout either
on both sides of the
carriageway (one-way
operation) or on one side of
the carriageway (two-way
operation).

2

Segregated
Cycle Lanes

Strong views amongst various
stakeholders that paths should be offcarriageway due to characteristics of
the route (e.g. high HGV composition,
heavily trafficked, pedestrians on
pathways).
Although there are existing cycle paths
in operation on different parts of the
corridor, other routes are considered to
be less direct than a route along
Wellington Road itself.
Segregated cycle facilities which
provide a step change in cycle
infrastructure standards, could
encourage an increase in the levels of
cycling, and would provide sufficient
capacity to accommodate this increase.
3

Off-Road Dual
Use Cycleways

Aspirations for improving the cycle
network across City and increasing the
modal share of active travel.
Strong views amongst various
stakeholders that paths should be offcarriageway due to characteristics of
the route (e.g. high HGV composition,
heavily trafficked, pedestrians on
pathways).
Although there are existing cycle paths
in operation on different parts of the
corridor, other routes are considered to
be less direct than a route along
Wellington Road itself. Dual use
cycleways could support an increase in
cyclist safety and encourage an
increase in cycle modal share.

20

Consultation with existing
cyclists suggested cyclists
would particularly benefit
from a segregated route
travelling southbound due to
difficulties maintaining
momentum travelling uphill
on Wellington Road,
whereas for cyclists
travelling city-bound, on-road
cycling is considered more
acceptable as it is easier to
maintain speed.

From the QE Bridge to
Hareness Roundabout.
Consultation revealed the
preference (of existing
cyclists) for a dual use
cycleway would be on the
southbound carriageway due
to the difficulties cyclists
have in maintaining
momentum travelling uphill
on Wellington Road.

Further Definition
Active Travel
A number of locations are identified along
the corridor whereby footways are narrow
and do not meet the desirable minimum
footway standard of 2metres as set out in
DMRB. Given the traffic composition and
speeds on the route, it is also considered
that the introduction of clearance
between the road and footpaths would be
desirable where possible.
Improved crossing opportunities such as
on the south side of Harness Roundabout
would also increase pedestrian safety.
Consultation with the Disability Advisory
Group also revealed concerns that that is
a lack of visual clues around crossings
for the hard of hearing/deaf and existing
audio signals used are not sufficient.
Segregated paths between Hareness
Roundabout and QE Bridge.
Consultation has suggested that a
segregated cycle lane on Wellington
Road could form a pilot for the City.
Segregated cycle lanes should be at
least 2m wide for one-way operation or
3m wide for two-way operation with at
least 0.5m separation from carriageway;
this separation is particularly important
where HGV flows are high.

Compatibility Issues

Deliverability issues

Compatible with Option 8 to
deliver improved crossing
opportunities at key junctions
on the corridor, namely
Hareness Roundabout.

Footway widening will be subject to land availability.
Site observations revealed that pedestrian footfall is relatively low along
some parts of the corridor although there are sections which do
experience a high number of pedestrians, such as on the southern
sections in the direction of the city centre.

Option also compatible with
Option 24 to undertake a bus
stop review including stops
which cause severance to
pedestrians due to their
position on the footpath.

Delivery of this option could
reduce the requirement to
deliver other cycle
improvement proposals, some
of which would be redundant
and/or unlikely to be used as
much if segregated cycle lanes
were provided.
The total corridor width is
fixed; therefore dedicated
space for segregated cycle
facilities will require a
reduction elsewhere (from
vehicle running lanes,
footpaths or central reserve).

Consultation revealed that existing cyclists would be inclined to use
Wellington Road (as a more direct use than via Duthie Park and riverside
path), and such an option would support this.
The “Link Specification Guide” in Cycling by Design20 provides a number
of factors to consider for the provision of cycling infrastructure. For an
initial assessment, these include vehicle counts and 85 %ile speeds. The
traffic flows on Wellington Road (daily and peak hourly) are in (or above)
the ‘very high’ range on the link specification guide. Where traffic flows
are this high, an off-carriageway facility – such as a fully segregated cycle
lane – is recommended. Furthermore an off-carriageway facility is
recommended where HGVs account for 15% of traffic or more; the
available data indicates that this is the case for Wellington Road.
Where congestion and queuing are present, a separate cycle facility
offers journey time savings and increases the attractiveness of cycling.
Delivery of segregated cycle lanes would only be possible with
reallocation of existing road space and/or road widening in locations (e.g.
adjacent to the former prison site). More detailed consideration will
require to be given to available space.

Redetermination Order to make current
pavements dual use cycleways through
widening and introducing signing to
facilitate dual use for cycles.
Shared use paths should be at least 3m
in width with 0.5m separation from the
carriageway.

Such a facility would be
bidirectional for cyclists and
pedestrians.

http://www.transportscotland.gov.uk/system/files/documents/reports/Cycling_by_Design_2010__Rev_1__June_2011_.pdf

Delivery of this option could
reduce the requirement to
deliver other cycle
improvement proposals.

Consultation also noted that if an off-road cycle lane were intersected
with many junctions, which would require constant stopping and starting,
then on road provision would be preferred.
Delivery of dual-use cycleway may only be possible with reallocation of
existing road space and/or footway widening in locations where the
footpath is narrow, which may require acquisition of land. More detailed
consideration will require to be given to available space.
Conversion of existing footpaths to shared use may detract from the
quality of facilities for pedestrians. Increased conflict may occur on
downhill sections due to increased cyclist speed.
Consultation revealed concerns over the use of footpaths for cycling,
particularly where there is a higher footfall of pedestrians on paths
leading towards the city centre.
There are already a number of shared use foot/cycle ways throughout the
study area.

AECOM
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Option
On-Road Cycle
Lanes

Rationale for Consideration
Aspirations for improving the cycle
network across City and increasing the
modal share of active travel.

Geographical Focus
On-road cycle lane along the
length of the Wellington
Road Corridor from the QE
Bridge to Charleston
Intersection.

57

Further Definition
Introduction of on-road cycle lanes.

Greater opportunity
northbound due to traffic
speeds.

5

6

7

8

Craigshaw Drive
Dual Use
Cycleway

Toucan
Crossing,
Abbotswell
Road

Toucan
Crossing,
Langdykes
Road
More / Better
Crossings at
Souterhead and
Hareness
Roundabouts

To develop missing links in existing
cycle provision within the study area
and increase the attractiveness and
safety of cycling.

To develop missing links in existing
cycle provision within the study area
and increase the attractiveness and
safety of cycling.

Along Craigshaw Drive from
Abbotswell Road to
Wellington Road.

Toucan Crossing from
riverside path access /
egress across Abbotswell
Road to allow onward travel
to Craigshaw Drive /
Wellington Road.

Redetermination Order to introduce
shared use path on Craigshaw Drive from
Abbotswell Road to Wellington Road.

Toucan crossing to facilitate improved
crossing for cyclists (and pedestrians).

Compatibility Issues
Delivery of this option could
reduce the requirement to
deliver other cycle
improvement proposals.
However, it is widely
acknowledged that to
encourage increased levels of
cycling, off-road cycle facilities
are preferential to on-road,
particularly for less
experienced and new cyclists.
Compatible with Option 6.
Option would help fill a missing
a link on the existing cycle
network.

Deliverability issues
In the absence of road widening/reallocation of space, implementation of
on-road cycle lanes would decrease available road space for other
motorists, which could have a negative impact on the capacity of
Wellington Road for all vehicles. More detailed consideration would
require to be given to available space.

As part of the CityView Office
development at Craigshaw
Drive, a shared use path
extending to Nigg Kirk Road
has been introduced.
Option would complement
wider options to increase the
attractiveness and safety of
cycling. Option has the
potential to specifically
complement potential route
improvement on Craigshaw
Drive.

Consultation revealed support for development of a dual-use path on this
route.

To develop missing links in existing
cycle provision within the study area
and increase the attractiveness and
safety of cycling.

Toucan Crossing on
Langdykes Road between
Strathburn Street and
Souterhead Roundabout

Toucan crossing to facilitate improved
crossing for cyclists (and pedestrians).

Option would complement
wider options to increase the
attractiveness and safety of
cycling.

Aspirations for improving the cycle
network across City and increasing the
modal share of active travel.

Souterhead and Hareness
Roundabouts

Introduction of toucan crossings at
Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts.

Option would complement
wider options to increase the
attractiveness and safety of
walking and cycling.

9

Redmoss Road
Access Only

Aspirations for improving the cycle
network across City and increasing the
modal share of active travel.

Redmoss Road

Prohibition of vehicular access to
Redmoss Road from Wellington Road
(south) to create a traffic free route for
cyclists.

10

Advanced Stop
Lines

Aspirations for improving the cycle
network across City and increasing the
modal share of active travel.

Various junctions along
Wellington Road, most
notably at the
Balnagask/Wellington Road
junction and Craigshaw
Road/Wellington Road
junctions.

Introduction of Advance Stop Lines
(ASLs) at junctions to give priority to
cyclists.

To improve safety for on-road cycling.

Requires further examination
to confirm potential
additional locations.

Due to impact on other traffic,
this option may only be
feasible if delivered alongside
wider improvements to the
roundabouts.
Proposals may be impacted by
plans and access
arrangements for the new
Loirston Academy.
Option would complement
wider options to increase the
attractiveness and safety of
cycling although not
necessarily compatible with
proposals to provide off-road
cycle provision.

As noted above the specifications in Cycling By Design suggest a
segregated facility is the preferred approach. This was supported during
the consultation.

No major issues identified. It is understood that pedestrian footfall is
relatively low in this area. However, it is anticipated that the volume of
pedestrians on Craigshaw Drive will increase when the CityView offices
are fully operational.

Consultation revealed support for a crossing in this location with
consultees stating that junction improvements at Craigshaw Drive /
Abbotswell Road have made crossing from the Riverside Path more
dangerous. It is also anticipated that the volume of traffic on Craigshaw
Drive will increase when the CityView office is fully operational.
There is already a toucan cross on Abbotswell Road near West Tullos
Road, although this is not on the desire line for users of the riverside
path. It is also questionable whether the level of demand in this area
would merit this level of intervention.
Consultation revealed concerns negotiating the Langdykes Road
approach to the Souterhead Roundabout. It was reported that there are
safety issues with crossing uncontrolled through traffic and that
signalisation would be of benefit.
Concerns over crossing opportunities for pedestrians and cyclists,
particularly adjacent to Hareness and Souterhead Roundabouts were
noted during consultation.
The introduction of signal controlled crossings could however have
negative impacts on the capacity of the roundabouts.

It has been reported that rat-running on Redmoss Road has dramatically
decreased since upgrade of Wellington Road south, therefore increasing
the potential to prohibit access on this route and provide a recreational
route for walking / cycling. A number of cyclists from the south reportedly
use this route to Old Nigg Road.
Aberdeen Cycle Forum highlighted various junctions as being difficult for
cyclists to get in the front of the queue at the traffic signals.
ASLs are most effective where complemented by approach lanes of a
safe and comfortable width (2.0m) and of sufficient length to bypass
queuing traffic.
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Option
Speed Limit
Review

Transport
Management
Organisation

Car Club

Bus Priority on
Wellington Road

Rationale for Consideration
To improve safety for on-road cycling,
and reduce congestion.

To promote travel behaviour change
and encourage modal shift.

Geographical Focus
Between Greenbank Road
and Hareness Roundabout.

Route wide; focused on
targeting employees of
businesses within industrial
estates.

To promote travel behaviour change
and encourage modal shift by reducing
reliance on private car ownership and
trips by private vehicle along the study
corridor.

Across the Study Area.

To improve journey time reliability for
public transport users and provide
greater priority for public transport on
the Corridor.

Options could vary from the
full length of Wellington
Road in both directions to
one direction only
(northbound generally
considered to present the
main issues).

Operators and stakeholders confirm
there are congestion pinch-points on
the route which contribute to bus
journey time variability. This can be a
deterrent to bus use particularly for
commuters, although further
quantification would be beneficial.

58

Further Definition
At present, there is a 30mph speed limit
in place from Greenwell Road to the QE
Bridge along Wellington Road, and a
40mph limit from Greenbank Road to
Hareness Roundabout. This proposal
would involve making the limit 30mph
along the length of this Corridor. Beyond
Hareness Roundabout, the 40mph speed
limit is considered to be appropriate.

Compatibility Issues
Option would complement
wider options to increase the
attractiveness and safety of
cycling.

Establish a Transport Management
Organisation (TMO) for the area. It is
noted that the Aberdeen South Travel
Plan Group has already been established
by businesses based in the area, and this
could provide a foundation on which to
build.

Option would complement
wider options to increase the
attractiveness of active travel
along the corridor.

Option would support measures to increase active travel on the corridor.

Benefits would be maximised
by the implementation of
complementary measures, and
may be seriously limited if this
is implemented in isolation.
Option would complement
wider options to increase the
attractiveness of active travel
along the corridor.

The deliverability of this option would be enhanced by learning lessons
from the now disbanded Dyce TMO.

Option would complement or
in some cases supersede
other bus priority options
outlined below.

Provision of bus priority on the route has been noted to be a ‘chicken &
egg’ situation. Although only a limited number of bus services operate on
the route at present, which makes it difficult to justify significant bus
priority, new development proposals and the proposed A90 Schoolhill
P&R would provide increased patronage opportunities.

Provision of additional car club bays
along the corridor to encourage
increased use of car club.

Public Transport
The movement of buses through the
study area could be improved by a bus
priority / quality bus corridor which would
use various engineering tools to facilitate
better movement, this may include: Bus
Lanes with enforcement cameras; Bus
Gates; Bus Priority at Traffic Lights;
Improved waiting facilities including
shelters, bus raised kerbs and real time
information.

Deliverability issues
No significant deliverability issues would be anticipated, given low speeds
(particularly during peak hour) and no significant accident problems.

In isolation, this measure
would not address traffic study
objectives; complementary
measures would be required.

Depending on land
requirements, option may not
be compatible with active
travel options.

There is already a pro-active travel planning group operational in Altens
so opportunities exist to build on the momentum of this group.

Option unlikely to have major impact but supports wider travel behaviour
change efforts.
Relatively straightforward for the Roads Authority to establish a suitable
location for car club bays.

Some perception that additional priority should only be provided post
AWPR due to impacts on existing traffic.
To secure required improvements, delivery of a Quality Corridor on this
route could be delivered through establishment of a Statutory Quality
Partnership (SQP).

Further consideration would be required
to bus lane operating times.
This option could act as a pre-curser to
future development of BRT, although this
would require significantly more definition
and feasibility work. Arguably such a
scheme serves the same purpose as bus
priority measures, which are likely to be
more cost effective.

15

Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT)

To improve journey time reliability for
public transport users and provide
greater priority for public transport on
the Corridor.
Operators and stakeholders confirm
there are congestion pinch-points on
the route which contribute to bus
journey time variability. This can be a
deterrent to bus use particularly for
commuters.

Options could vary from the
full length of Wellington
Road in both directions to
one direction only
(northbound generally
considered to present the
main issues).

The movement of buses through the
study area could be improved through the
introduction of BRT. This could take
various forms, including the provision of
segregated bus lanes where possible
supported by other priority measures
including bus gates, traffic signal priority,
improved passenger facilities and real
time information.

Option would complement or
in some cases supersede
other bus priority options
outlined below. Provides an
alternative to Option 14.

Provision of bus priority on the route has been noted to be a ‘chicken &
egg’ situation. Although only a limited number of bus services operate on
the route at present, which makes it difficult to justify significant bus
priority, new development proposals and the proposed A90 Schoolhill
P&R would provide increased patronage opportunities.

Depending on land
requirements, option may not
be compatible with active
travel options. The provision of
segregated cycle lanes would
have a greater footprint than
conventional on-road bus
lanes.

Some perception that additional priority should only be provided post
AWPR due to impacts on existing traffic.
To secure required improvements, delivery of a BRT scheme on this
route could be delivered through establishment of a Statutory Quality
Partnership (SQP).
BRT would likely involve significantly higher cost and technical feasibility
risks compared with Option 14.

AECOM
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Option
Extend length of
existing bus lane
on Wellington
Road (towards
the Craig
Place/South
Esplanade
West/Wellington
Road
Roundabout).
Reduce length
of existing bus
lane on
Wellington Road

Rationale for Consideration
To improve journey time reliability for
public transport users and provide
greater priority for public transport on
the Corridor.
To address congestion issues at the
Craig Place/South Esplanade
West/Wellington Road Roundabout as
the bus lane ends too far from the
roundabout, causing queuing.
To facilitate improved bus access,
specifically for buses to get into the
right turn lane for S. Esplanade West
movements.

Geographical Focus
Existing bus lane at northern
end of Wellington Road.

Existing bus lane at northern
end of Wellington Road.

59

Further Definition
Extension of bus lane northwards from
existing point towards Wellington
Road/Menzies Road Roundabout.

Shortening of bus lane at northern end of
Wellington Road.

Compatibility Issues
May be considered as part of
Option 13 above or as an
option in its own right.

Deliverability issues
Consultation with stakeholders suggested that extension of the bus lane
may make it easier for buses to merge and turn right onto Craig Place
(and thereafter access Menzies Road).

May not be compatible with
active travel options.

However, there is a danger that extending the bus lane could simple
move the problem further north, making it more difficult for vehicles
turning left onto the QE Bridge to make this manoeuvre.

Option would be an alternative
to Option 16 above.

Option would be relatively straightforward to implement.
Consultation and observations have suggested that stopping the lane
earlier could allow more opportunity for buses to get into the right turn
lane for Craig Place, facilitating improved bus access.

To facilitate improved bus access,
specifically for buses to get into the
right turn lane for S. Esplanade West
movements.
Various stakeholders, including
LABOF, suggested that the bus lane
timings do not maximise priority and
alterations should be made to coincide
with peak traffic periods.

Existing bus lane at northern
end of Wellington Road.

Introduction of a bus gate to facilitate
improved access for northbound buses to
manoeuvre from the bus lane into the
right turn lane at the roundabout.

Option is an alternative to
Options 16 and 17 above.

Existing bus lane at northern
end of Wellington Road.

TROs required to amend bus lane
operating hours. Current hours of
operation are 07:30-09:30 and 16:0018:00 but it has been suggested that
owing to the commuter patterns along
this route, lane operating times may
require to be amended such that they
start earlier in both the AM peak and PM
peaks to give bus priority during periods
of peak flows.

Option compatible with bus
lane alteration options above.

Option would be relatively straightforward to implement, although
requires greater understanding of peak hour flows and their relationship
with bus lane operating times.

Removal of
existing bus lane
on Wellington
Road.

Some stakeholders have questioned
the benefit offered by this bus lane and
it is understood that bus lane
enforcement and stricter adherence to
the lane has led to longer queues on
Wellington Road (to Lidl) making bus
access increasingly difficult.

Existing bus lane at northern
end of Wellington Road.

Removal of bus lane, enabling two lanes
for northbound traffic on the Wellington
Road approach to QE Bridge.

Option is not compatible with
the proposals above.

Option would be relatively straightforward to implement however removal
of the bus lane could set a precedent that contradicts the ethos of
promoting interventions that improve sustainable transport and lock in the
benefits of the AWPR.

HGV access to
existing bus lane
on Wellington
Road.

To provide greater priority for HGVs on
the Corridor.

Existing bus lane at northern
end of Wellington Road.

Allowance for additional authorised
vehicles in the existing bus lane to
include HGVs.

Option is compatible with other
bus priority options except
Option 20.

Enabling HGV access to the existing bus lane could reduce the level of
priority afforded to public transport. However, there is a relatively low
frequency of bus services on the corridor and there is potentially,
therefore, greater benefits to be gained by providing HGV priority via
access to the existing bus lane.

18

Bus Gate

19

Bus Lane
Operating Hours
Review

20

21

Option may not be compatible
with active travel options.

22

It has been reported that there are a number of locations within the city
where bus lanes have been shortened successfully to allow buses
improved access to the outside lane.
Option would support improved access for buses to right hand lane, for
onward travel.

Shared Bus /
HGV Priority
Lane

To provide greater priority for public
transport and HGVs on the Corridor.

Options could vary from full
length of Wellington Road in
both directions, to one
direction only. Previous
consultation has suggested
that it is for north/city-bound
trips that priority would
provide the greatest benefits.

Provision of a shared bus / HGV priority
lane along the Corridor.
Consideration to be given to operating
hours of a potential shared Bus / HGV
priority lane

Option is compatible with other
bus priority options except
Option 20.
Option may not be compatible
with active travel options.

It should be noted that some consultees expressed caution in introducing
a shared use (Bus/HGV) facility on the existing bus lane as this could
dilute the effectiveness of a lane which already has operational issues
due to its relatively short length.
There was support for this option from the Freight Forum. Bus operators
were also open to this option but stressed that any consideration of a Bus
Priority Lane to include HGVs should not dilute the benefits afforded by
the lane to public transport.
Relatively low frequency of bus services on the corridor may make it
difficult to justify significantly greater priority on its own. However, by
enabling access for HGVs as well, this could provide greater benefits.
Sharing of bus lanes for other priorities may be more viable on this
corridor associated with a reduction in taxis using this route compared to
other bus lanes throughout the city.
Option is relatively untried. Previous studies have suggested that
provision of a priority lane for HGVs may not be feasible on the corridor
given that HGVs require using both lanes to access Industrial Estates on
both sides of Wellington Road.
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Option
Enhanced public
transport service
frequencies/
reconfiguration

Bus Stop
Review

Rationale for Consideration
To encourage increased use of public
transport on the Corridor.

Geographical Focus
Corridor-wide.

Consultation with public transport
stakeholders suggested that the size of
locations such as the Altens Industrial
Estate limits the potential for a bus
service as this would involve a relatively
long diversion from the principal route.

Bus stops on Wellington Road itself are
fairly well located, although it was noted
that the location of a number of shelters
contributes to problems along the route
for other route users.

Corridor-wide.

60

Further Definition
Options could include express and limited
stop buses, including buses to the Altens
Industrial Estate, which is currently poorly
served by public transport.

Compatibility Issues
Option is compatible with
various options above to
provide greater priority to
public transport on the
Wellington Road Corridor.

Deliverability issues
Option may only be deliverable if supported by bus priority measures. An
SQP could be used to secure improvements in service enhancements.

Options would complement
wider measures to improve
bus priority on the route, and
facilitate improvements for
other modes.

Relocation of bus stops may require land take. In certain parts of the
corridor, this could be affected by land ownership issues, particularly if
bus laybys were to be created to separate stopping buses from the main
carriageway.

Prohibition of vehicle access on
Redmoss Road, with access restricted to
buses only.

Option may be compatible with
Option 9 to make Redmoss
Road access only.

Operator discussions revealed the view that a bus only route on
Redmoss Road was generally regarded as being unlikely to offer
significant benefits.

Proposals may be impacted by
plans and access
arrangements for the new
Loirston Academy.
No significant compatibility
issues.

This option would have limited overall impact on the existing queuing
problems caused by the bus lane.

Options should also consider
enhancements to bus routes as a result
of new development patterns, including
the new academy (i.e. the Cove bus
service), as well as the potential for new
services from the planned Schoolhill Park
and Ride.
Review of bus stops on Wellington Road
to address issues, including relocation
and setting back of bus bays where
possible.

However, future provision of bus routes (and the form these may take) is
an uncertainty for operators.

Examples include:
Stopped buses at the stop beyond
Souterhead Roundabout causing
queuing on the roundabout, delays
and potential conflicts due to
changing lanes;
Shelters causing severance to offroad cycleways due to positioning.
25

Redmoss Road
Bus Only Route

To encourage increased use of public
transport on the Corridor.

Redmoss Road

26

Additional
enforcement
cameras in the
bus lane

To dissuade motorists from using the
bus lane. It is noted that some motorists
use the bus lane illegally, only coming
out of the bus lane when approaching
the camera. As such, the installation of
additional enforcement cameras should
dissuade motorists from entering the
bus lane.

Existing bus lane at northern
end of Wellington Road.

Introduction of additional bus lane
enforcement cameras.

27

Rail Station

To reduce pressure on Wellington Road
by introducing the opportunity to travel
to/from the Cove area by rail.

Cove

Introduction of a rail station with
associated Park & Ride facility at Cove.

28

LRT

To increase public transport use
throughout the corridor and reduce
impacts of traffic on Wellington Road.

Corridor wide.

Introduction of an LRT system would
require significantly more definition and
feasibility work.
Freight

21
22

http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=44524&sID=13368
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=52220&sID=23540

The scale of the costs and
technical challenges of
delivering a new rail halt mean
that this option may not be
compatible with other options
considered as part of this
study.

Option relates to improving
public transport provision and
has strong relationship with
Options 14 and 15.

This option is likely to impact rail journey times on the rail line going to
Aberdeen, as it would introduce an additional stop. The nearest stations
are Aberdeen (4.5miles) and Portlethen (3.5miles). The overall effect of a
new station on the wider rail network would have to be further
investigated to determine the option’s feasibility.
There is history to the potential for a new station at Cove, with a site at
Stationfields identified in the 2008 Local Plan and highlighted as an
21
opportunity within the Cove Masterplan . The site was also put forward
as a proposed opportunity in the 2013 Aberdeen LDP Main Issues
22
Report. This proposal states that the site is proposed to be used for:
“Residential and open space, with potential to accommodate train halt
and associated parking, in accordance with the adopted Cove
Masterplan and Charrette Report”.
Significant costs and technical challenges associated with this option. It
also likely that this option could only be taken forward as part of a wider,
region-wide proposal.
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Option
HGV Priority
Lane (‘Large
Vehicle Lane’)

Rationale for Consideration
To provide greater priority for HGVs on
the Corridor.

Review Priority
for HGVs at
Signal
Controlled
Junctions

To facilitate northbound freight flows on
the Corridor.

LEZ-based
measures

To deliver improvements in air quality in
response to the route’s designation as
an Air Quality Management Area.

61

Geographical Focus
Options could vary from full
length of Wellington Road in
both directions, to one
direction only. Previous
consultation has suggested
that priority would provide
the greatest benefits if
provided for north/city-bound
trips.

Further Definition
Southbound priority not considered
necessary, given that previous studies
have indicated the peak in southbound
freight flows occurs prior to the PM peak.
Southbound HGV traffic is also afforded a
degree of priority due to previous
optimisation of green signal timings to
facilitate uphill movements for freight.

Compatibility Issues
Option may be compatible with
option to develop shared Bus /
HGV Priority Lane.

Length of Wellington Road
(northbound).

Previous adjustments to green signal
times have been made at the junctions of
Wellington Road with Greenbank Road
and Craigshaw Drive. This has assisted
uphill movement of HGVs on the
southbound carriageway.

Option could complement
development of HGV priority
on the northbound
carriageway.

No significant deliverability issues.

To implement freight interventions as part
of a wider package of measures
associated with the development of Low
Emission Zones (LEZ) in Aberdeen City
Centre.

Option compatible with wider
options to promote active
travel along the route.

More detailed consideration on the development of an LEZ in Aberdeen
City are being considered as part of a separate study but given the high
proportion of freight vehicles along the route, Wellington Road would
provide a suitable corridor for option implementation and testing.

Delivery of additional capacity
would increase opportunities
to provide additional priority for
sustainable modes.

To be confirmed.

Corridor-wide.

Souterhead
Roundabout
Improvements

To address congestion issues in light of
increased development proposed along
the route.

Souterhead Roundabout.

Hareness
Roundabout
Improvements

To improve traffic flows at Hareness
Roundabout.

Hareness Roundabout

Options considered as part of this
intervention could include increasing
HGV emission standards during peak
periods, or only allowing HGVs that meet
certain emission standards (EURO V or
higher) access to priority lanes.
Road-based Interventions
Range of potential improvements to
increase capacity at this junction and
facilitate improved flows, including
provision of additional lanes and traffic
signal control.
Range of potential improvements to
increase capacity at this junction and
facilitate improved flows including
provision of additional lanes and
introduction of traffic signal control.

Deliverability issues
Option may only be feasible in combination with other priority lanes, and
rationalisation of side accesses.
Concerns have been expressed previously about this option given that
HGVs require to use both lanes to access industrial estates on either side
of Wellington Road and also given difficulties around enforcing the
access to the lane.

Delivery of additional capacity
would increase opportunities
to provide priority for
sustainable modes.

It is to be noted that the previous review of HGV priority was focused on
signal controlled junctions on gradients. It is difficult to identify additional
signal controlled junctions along the route which could benefit from similar
HGV signal priority provision.

Impact on land take and services will be dependent on the nature of
improvements, although potential options such as traffic signal control
may be able to be accommodated within the existing land footprint.
To be confirmed.
Impact on land take and services will be dependent on nature of
improvements, although potential options such as traffic signal control
may be able to be accommodated within the existing land footprint.

There may be some issues for
southbound (uphill) HGVs
requiring to stop at a new
traffic signal junction, unless
green signal times can be
linked to previous
reconfigurations at Greenbank
Road and Craigshaw Drive.
34

Upgrade to dual
carriageway at
former HM
Craiginches
Prison site

To provide a higher capacity route by
removing this current pinch-point on the
network and support wider programmed
improvements across the city.

Current southbound single
carriageway section of
Wellington Road adjacent to
the former prison site.

Upgrading the current single carriageway
section of route to dual carriageway.

Widening of this route could
complement other potential
improvements including the
provision of priority for more
sustainable modes.

The existing carriageway is severely restricted due to the presence of the
former prison site on the east side of the road and a steep verge towards
the river adjacent to the northbound carriageway. Any dualling will
therefore require land-take.
It is understood that there are development proposals for the former
prison site, and therefore land take costs could be substantial. Impacts
would vary according to different alignment options, but could involve loss
of parking provision or loss of residential buildings.
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Option
Prohibit right
turns to/from
Wellington Road
at Balnagask
Road

Rationale for Consideration
To reduce congestion (caused by
turning cars causing an obstruction),
improve capacity and safety on the
Corridor.

Geographical Focus
Wellington Road /
Balnagask Road Junction.

62

Further Definition
Prohibition of right turns from Wellington
Road-Balnagask Road for northbound
traffic to alleviate congestion and
potential road safety issues.
Option could also consider prohibition of
right turn and straight ahead movements
from Balnagask Road-Wellington Road
and the supermarket-Wellington Road,
making both junctions left in/left out only.
Prohibitions could be full-time or part-time
in line with peak periods.

Compatibility Issues
Removal of right turn stacking
lane on Wellington Road could
allow road space
reconfiguration and increase
opportunities to provide
greater priority for sustainable
modes.
Banning of right turns at this
junction would push traffic onto
other junctions. For all right
turn prohibitions, consideration
would need to be given to
alternative provision.

Deliverability issues
Review of turning counts suggests that the number of vehicles turning
right from Wellington Road to Balnagask Road is relatively low in the AM
and PM peaks, and this junction does not appear to have a significant
accident problem. However, the green time afforded to right turn
movements could potentially be more efficiently used for the through
movements on Wellington Road. Banning the right turn could free up
considerable time for through movements to the detriment of a relatively
small number of turning vehicles.
It is noted that this is a signalised junction which has right turn stacking
lanes on Wellington Road. The right turn filter stage is only called if
demand exists. However, from Balnagask Road, the impact of queuing on
the northbound carriageway in the PM peak means that right turning
traffic from Balnagask Road (irrespective of the number of vehicles
performing this manoeuvre) can find it difficult to join the city-bound flow,
which can cause subsequent issues for traffic travelling on the
southbound carriageway.
Banning right turns and forcing vehicles to turn off at nearby uncontrolled
priority junctions would add additional vehicle miles for motorists looking
to access Balnagask Road northbound and may therefore be unpopular.
Restricting movements to left in/left out at this junction would likely attract
objections from locals and businesses.
This option would require modelling to be undertaken to quantify the
impacts of alternative routeing (generated by the prohibitions) on the local
road network. However the local road layout and junction turning
constraints on the surrounding network may mean that it is difficult to find
alternative routes.
At this stage, it is suggested that this option be retained and a review of
signal timings and traffic volumes be undertaken.

36

Prohibit right
turns to/from
Wellington Road
at Girdleness
Road

To reduce congestion (caused by
turning cars causing an obstruction),
improve capacity and safety on the
Corridor.

Girdleness Road /
Wellington Road Junction.

Prohibition of right turns from Wellington
Road-Girdleness Road to increase
capacity for priority flows on Wellington
Road and reduce the risk of potential
accidents.

Prohibition of right turns would
support wider options to
release capacity which could
be used to provide greater
priority for sustainable modes.

Prohibition of right turns from -Girdleness
Road-Wellington Road for northbound
traffic to increase capacity for priority
flows on Wellington Road and reduce the
risk of potential accidents.

As per other right turn
prohibition interventions,
consideration would need to
be given to alternative
provision.

Prohibitions could be full-time or part-time
in line with peak periods.

Review of junction turning count data suggests that there are a limited
number of right turn movements from both Wellington Road to Girdleness
Road, and also from Girdleness Road to Wellington Road.
However, right turn movements do have the potential to reduce capacity
for priority northbound and southbound flows on Wellington Road,
particularly as there is no stacking lane for Wellington Road-Girdleness
Road right turning vehicles, and also limited space in the central reserve.
Given the location of the rail bridge in this area, there is uncertainty with
regard to the technical feasibility of introducing a stacking lane to support
right-turn movements.
Although accidents statistics do not show any clear evidence of major
problems, there is clear potential for conflicts at this junction caused by
vehicles queuing in the central reserve and the need for right turning
vehicles to cross two lanes of traffic. Also, as vehicles turning right from
Wellington Road can find it difficult to make the manoeuvre due to the
opposing southbound flows on Wellington Road, northbound flows can be
forced to manoeuvre into the nearside lanes causing road safety
concerns.
With Old Church Road unsuitable for accommodating buses if they had to
divert to Balnagask Road, city-bound buses currently perform a right turn
from Girdleness Road onto Wellington Road which has been highlighted
as a problematic manoeuvre by operators.
Previous modelling of this scenario suggested that there were slight
journey time disbenefits as a result of banning right turns from Wellington
Road to Girdleness Road, due to the need for right turning traffic to
reroute and use signal controlled junctions downstream to make their
turn. The additional traffic routed through existing signal controlled
junctions causes additional delay. It is understood however that the
availability of updated traffic models may provide an opportunity to review
the impacts of this option.
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Option
Polwarth Road
Junction
Improvement

Prohibit right
turns to/from
Abbotswell
Road to
Wellington Road

Rationale for Consideration
To reduce congestion (caused by
turning cars causing an obstruction),
improve capacity and safety on the
Corridor.

To reduce congestion (caused by
turning cars causing an obstruction),
improve capacity and safety on the
Corridor.

Geographical Focus
Polwarth Road / Wellington
Road Junction

Abbotswell Road /
Wellington Road Junction.

63

Further Definition
Given the potential development
opportunity around this site, the option of
upgrading and introducing traffic signals
at the Polwarth Road junction to allow
right turns in and out has been
suggested. This could increase the
feasibility of making the Girdleness Road
and Balnagask Road junctions left in/ left
out only.

Prohibition of right turns from Wellington
Road-Abbotswell Road for southbound
traffic to alleviate congestion and
potential road safety issues.
Prohibition of right turns from Abbotswell
Road-Wellington Road for southbound
traffic to alleviate congestion and
potential road safety issues.
Prohibitions could be full-time or part-time
in line with peak periods.

Compatibility Issues
Option would have
implications with regards to the
potential upgrading of
Wellington Road at
Craiginches.

Deliverability issues
Land take may be required for an enlarged junction including from private
housing and the prison site.

Option would only likely be
taken forward if banning right
turn movements from
Balnagask Road and
Girdleness Road considered
above.

As per previous, option would only likely be taken forward if banning right
turn movements from Balnagask Road and Girdleness Road.

Prohibition of right turns could
support wider options to
release capacity which could
be used to provide greater
priority for sustainable modes.
As per other right turn
prohibition interventions,
consideration would need to
be given to alternative
provision.

An alternative option could be to close
this junction altogether and push all the
traffic in West Tullos industrial estate to
the Wellington Road/Craigshaw Drive
junction (which may require upgrade).

39

Prohibit right
turns to/from
Wellington Road
at Greenwell
Road

To reduce congestion (caused by
turning cars causing an obstruction),
improve capacity and safety on the
Corridor.

Greenwell Road /
Wellington Road Junction.

Prohibition of right turns from Wellington
Road-Greenwell Road for northbound
traffic to alleviate congestion and
potential road safety issues.
Prohibition of right turns from Greenwell
Road-Wellington Road for northbound
traffic to alleviate congestion and
potential road safety issues.
Prohibitions could be full-time or part-time
in line with peak periods.

40

Prohibit right
turns to/from
Wellington Road
at Greenbank
Road

To reduce congestion (caused by
turning cars causing an obstruction),
improve capacity and safety on the
Corridor.

Greenbank Road /
Wellington Road Junction.

Prohibition of right turns from Greenbank
Road-Wellington Road for northbound
traffic to alleviate congestion and
potential road safety issues.
Prohibition of right turns from Wellington
Road-Greenbank Road for northbound
traffic to alleviate congestion and
potential road safety issues.

There are concerns that introduction of an upgraded junction in this area
could just be moving existing problems to a more congested site.

It would also be anticipated that buses would experience manoeuvrability
problems if they had to route via Polwarth Road from Girdleness Road.
There could be public acceptability issues associated with rerouting traffic
through this junction.
Prohibiting right turn movements at this junction could free up time to the
benefit of priority movements on Wellington Road.
However, banning right turn movements at this junction could lead to
additional vehicle mileage for motorists who would be forced to use
alternative junctions to make their manoeuvre. Previous modelling of this
scenario suggested that there were slight journey time disbenefits as a
result of banning right turns from Wellington Road to Abbotswell Road,
due to the need for right turning traffic to reroute and use signal controlled
junctions downstream to make their turn. The additional traffic routed
through existing signal controlled junctions causes additional delay. It is
understood however that the availability of updated traffic models may
provide an opportunity to review the impacts of this option.
Rationalising the number of accesses along Wellington Road was a
frequent comment raised during consultation. Abbotswell Road could be
considered in this regard given alternative access could be taken via the
Wellington Road/Craigshaw Drive junction, and West Tullos Road.
However, this option would likely attract objections from businesses in
West Tullos Industrial Estate.

Prohibition of right turns could
support wider options to
release capacity which could
be used to provide greater
priority for sustainable modes.
As per other right turn
prohibition interventions,
consideration would need to
be given to alternative
provision.

Prohibition of right turns could
support wider options to
release capacity which could
be used to provide greater
priority for sustainable modes.
As per other right turn ban
interventions, consideration
would need to be given to
alternative provision.

This option should be retained to allow for greater investigation including
of signal timings.
Review of junction turning count data suggests that there are a limited
number of right turn movements from Wellington Road to Greenwell
Road, but a considerable number of movements from Greenwell Road to
Wellington Road.
Although road accident statistics do not suggest there is an issue at this
junction, there are concerns relating to potential conflicts with vehicles
turning right at Greenwell Road across two lanes of traffic to join the
Wellington Road northbound flows. Likewise, vehicles turning right from
Wellington Road can find it difficult to make the right turn due to the
opposing southbound flows on Wellington Road which can create issues
for northbound flows.
This option would require modelling to be undertaken to quantify the
impacts of alternative routeing (generated by the prohibition) on the local
road network. However the local road layout and junction turning
constraints on the surrounding network may mean that it is difficult to find
alternative routes.
Banning right turn movements at this junction could lead to additional
vehicle mileage for motorists who would be forced to use alternative
junctions to make their manoeuvre. Prohibiting right turns at this junction
could also add pressure and additional delay at other junctions.
Option would have an impact on the pattern of freight movement from
East Tullos Industrial Estate.
This option should be retained to allow for greater investigation including
of signal timings.
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Option
Reconfiguration
of Traffic Signal
priorities

Rationale for Consideration
To improve the efficiency of signal
controlled junctions and provide greater
priority to traffic using Wellington Road.

Geographical Focus
Signal controlled junctions
along Wellington Road.

Consultation revealed the view that the
Shell Complex junction affords a level
of priority to right turn movements.
Amending these to encourage more left
turn movements could help to direct
traffic away from using the city centre
as a through route.

42

43

Directional
Signage Review

Residential
Traffic Calming

To improve traffic flows and ensure
traffic takes the most efficient route.

To reduce use of residential areas as
“rat run” routes to avoid congestion on
the principal routes on the Corridor.

Corridor Wide

Torry, Cove, Redmoss

64

Further Definition
Review of existing signal arrangements
to assist with traffic flow on the corridor
including removal of right turn priority
movements. The balance of priority
between the principal route and side
roads may also be worth consideration.
Use of filters and restricted movements
should also be reviewed as these can
limit efficiencies.

Compatibility Issues
Option compatible with review
of right turns bans.

Review signage and develop a route
signage hierarchy to ensure that traffic
takes the most appropriate route.
Specifically, a signage review should aim
to ensure that non-harbour freight traffic
is diverted to the AWPR.

No significant compatibility
issues.

A number of localised signage issues
have also been noted including signage
to direct traffic from Altens Industrial
Estate to Souterhead Roundabout to
relieve pressures on Hareness Road.
Traffic calming measures e.g. speed
bumps / raised tables to reduce
attractiveness of residential roads as
through routes.

No significant compatibility
issues.

Deliverability issues
Option would require investigation of signal timings and modelling to
quantify the impacts of alternative signal timings on the local road
network.
It is understood that previous signal reconfigurations have included:
1) Balnagask Road junction – the right turn from Wellington Road to
Balnagask and Tesco are only called if a demand is detected in the right
turn stacking lanes at the junction; and
2) Greenbank Road – the right turns from Wellington Road into
Greenbank and Glencraft run together if demand is detected at both, but
in instances where there is only demand for the right turn into Greenbank
(i.e. not into Glencraft), the northbound flow on Wellington Road
continues to run along with the right turn indicative arrow to Greenbank.
It is considered that there would be no deliverability issues associated
with this option.

Unlikely to be supported by local residents, with recognition that traffic
issues are typically associated with morning and evening peak periods,
whilst traffic calming would be a 24/7 solution.
There is evidence on the corridor of areas where traffic calming is in
place but this has limited impact on deterring rat-running, namely
Abbotswell Crescent.

44

Closure /
Access
Restriction at
the Redmoss
Road/West
Tullos Road
Central Reserve

To reduce blockage of the West Tullos
Road southbound carriageway by
vehicles crossing the central reserve
from Redmoss Road to access
Wellington Road from Hareness
Roundabout.

Redmoss Road /
West Tullos Road /
Hareness Roundabout

Closure of reserve to prohibit right turn
movements from Redmoss Road onto
West Tullos Road, providing free flow for
vehicles exiting the Hareness
Roundabout and down West Tullos
Road.

Potentially incompatible with
plans and access
arrangements for new Loirston
Academy and other options in
this study concerning
Redmoss Road.

An alternative option involves prohibiting
access to public transport (and
emergency service) vehicles only.
45

Variable
Messaging
Signs (VMS)
Strategy

To consider the introduction of VMS to
inform travellers about onward travel to
Wellington Road.

On the strategic trunk road
network south of Aberdeen.

46

Signing and
Lining on the
Corridor

To improve signing and lining along the
corridor to assist with lane discipline.

Corridor-wide.

47

Car Parking
Review

To reduce the impact of private car trips
on the study and promote alternative
modes of transport.

Policy – would apply corridor
wide.

Install new VMS sign to inform
travellers about onward travel to
Wellington Road. At the time of writing, it
is understood that a VMS sign on
Wellington Road by Charleston is
currently being proposed to provide
messages for city-bound vehicles.
An additional VMS related issue raised
during this study is to better maintain
vegetation that obscures the existing
VMS sign adjacent to Grampian Place at
the northern end of the Corridor such that
messages are clearly communicated.
Review of lining signing and lining along
the corridor to establish lane discipline
and increase efficiency at junctions. An
example includes Greenbank Road
where lining could be improved to provide
additional lane width for vehicles waiting
to exit onto Wellington Road.
To review car parking availability
throughout the study area with a view to
restricting availability of free parking.

No significant compatibility
issues.

Closure of the central reserve would cause accessibility issues for police
vehicles from Nigg Police Station and affect bus routes. Banning access
to allow for public transport and emergency vehicle access only could
address these concerns.
Although road accident statistics do not suggest there is a major safety
issue at this junction, high number of vehicles have been observed
travelling downhill on West Tullos (on existing Hareness Roundabout)
and turn left into Redmoss Road/Abbotswell Crescent, obstructing
visibility for motorists waiting to turn right from Redmoss Road, making
this a potentially dangerous manoeuvre.
New VMS work would most likely be taken forward through AWPR
development and should form part of wider VMS strategy linked to the
route.
Cutting back vegetation around the existing VMS could be progressed
relatively quickly and given the scale of this particular intervention it is not
considered that this element warrants further appraisal.

No significant compatibility
issues.

No significant deliverability issues.

Option could have the
potential to support wider
package of measures
designed to reduce car use
within the study area.

Measures which seek to reduce the availability of free parking will likely
be contentious and unlikely to be supported at both the public and
political level.
Currently, there is no legislative basis for the workplace parking levy in
Scotland.
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Option Sifting
Table 6.2 overleaf provides a high level appraisal of the performance of the long-list of options against the Transport
Planning Objectives for the study, Implementability Criteria and National Transport Appraisal Criteria as set out in STAG.
The following scoring criteria, which is applied based on STAG principles, ensures that options are assessed on an
objective basis.
Option generally has a positive impact against the TPOs/Implementability Criteria/National Transport Criteria
--

Option has no/negligible impact on TPOs/Implementability Criteria/National Transport Criteria.

X

Option generally has a negative impact against the TPOs/Implementability Criteria/National Transport Criteria
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Table 6.2 – High Level Option Appraisal

Accessibility
and Social

Integration

Economy

Safety

National Transport Appraisal
Criteria
Environment

Publicly
Acceptable

Affordable

TPO6

TPO5

TPO4

TPO3

TPO2

Options
TPO1

.Ref.

Implementability
Criteria
Feasible

Transport Planning Objectives
(TPOs)

Selection
(S) or
Rejection
(R)

Comment

Active Travel

1

2

Pedestrian Improvements

Segregated Cycle Lanes

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

S

-

S

Implementation of a series of pedestrian network improvements supports
delivery of a number of the TPOs and is recommended for further
consideration.
Further development of the Option is necessary to determine feasibility and
affordability of reallocating existing road space to support implementation.
While this Option would be supported by cyclists, it is unlikely to be widely
supported by other road users.
However, as the Option performs well against the appraisal criteria, it is
recommended for further consideration.

3

Off-Road Dual Use Cycleways

-

-

-

-

-

-

S

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine feasibility and
affordability of reallocating existing road space to support implementation.
While this Option would be supported by cyclists, it may not be supported by
pedestrians.
However, as the Option performs reasonably well against the appraisal
criteria, it is recommended for further consideration.
Implementation of on-road cycle lanes would decrease available road space
for other motorists, which could have a negative impact on the capacity of
Wellington Road for all vehicles.

4

On-Road Cycle Lanes

-

-

-

-

x

x

-

R

To encourage increased levels of cycling, off-road cycle facilities are
preferential to on-road, particularly for less experienced and new cyclists.
It is recommended that this Option be rejected from further consideration.

Craigshaw Drive Dual Use
Cycleway

-

6

Toucan Crossing, Abbotswell
Road

-

-

-

7

Toucan Crossing, Langdykes
Road

-

-

-

5

8

More / Better Crossings at
Souterhead and Hareness
Roundabouts

-

-

S

Considered to be feasible and generally publicly acceptable given relatively
low pedestrian footfall.
Option performs well against TPOs and the majority of the appraisal criteria,
and is recommended for further consideration.

-

-

S

Option performs well against the majority of appraisal criteria and is
recommended for further consideration.

-

S

Option performs reasonably well against TPOs and the majority of national
transport appraisal criteria, and is recommended for further consideration.
Further development of the Option is necessary to determine feasibility and
affordability of providing toucan crossings in this location and the impact on
traffic queues associated with introducing crossings at heavily trafficked
roundabouts.

-

-

-

-

x

x

-

S

There may be minor environmental impacts associated with increased
requirement for vehicles to stop when crossings are called.
However, as Option performs reasonably well against the appraisal criteria, it
should be selected for further consideration.
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9

Redmoss Road Access Only

-

-

Advanced Stop Lines

-

-

11

Speed Limit Review

-

-

12

13

Transport Management
Organisation

-

-

Car Club

x

-

-

-

-

-

Accessibility
and Social

Integration
-

-

-

x

-

-

-

Economy

Safety

National Transport Appraisal
Criteria
Environment

Publicly
Acceptable

TPO6

TPO5

-

10

-

TPO4

TPO3

TPO2

Options
TPO1

.Ref.

Implementability
Criteria
Affordable

Transport Planning Objectives
(TPOs)

Feasible

AECOM

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Selection
(S) or
Rejection
(R)

Comment

R

While this Option would create a traffic free route for cyclists, it is unclear to
what extent this route would be used given there are more direct routes on
Wellington Road. It is also considered that this option would have a negligible
or potentially negative impact against a number of the transport appraisal
criteria. Given uncertainty, particularly around the plans for access
arrangements to the new Loirston Academy it is suggested that this option is
not taken forward for further consideration.

R

Option could complement wider options to increase the attractiveness and
safety of cycling. However, similar to Option 4, it is considered that in line with
the review of standards on this corridor and the guidance around off-road
provision, it is considered that this option could be sifted at this stage.

R

Given low speeds (particularly during peak hour) and no significant accident
problems, it is not considered that a speed limit review is required on the study
corridor.

S

Option performs reasonably well against TPOs and the majority of national
transport appraisal criteria, and should be selected for further consideration.
However, it is noted that it is unlikely to be effective if implemented in isolation
and thus it may be appropriate to package this measures with other options as
part of a Sustainability Package.

S

Option performs reasonably well against the appraisal criteria. However, it is
noted that it is unlikely to be effective if implemented in isolation and thus it
may be appropriate to package this measure with other options as part of a
Sustainability Package.

Public Transport

14

-

Bus Priority on Wellington Road

-

-

x

S

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine location of bus
priority and specific interventions to be considered for implementation. There
may be public acceptability issues associated with this Option related to
concerns over the impact of additional bus priority on existing traffic.
As the Option performs positively against the appraisal criteria, it is
recommended that it is taken forward for further consideration alongside a
wider package of bus quality corridor measures.

15

Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)

16

Extend length of existing bus lane
on Wellington Road (towards the
Craig Place/South Esplanade
West/ Wellington Road
Roundabout)

17

Reduce length of existing bus lane
on Wellington Road

-

-

-

-

-

x

x

-

x

R

x

-

-

x

-

R

Overall, option performs positively against TPOs and the STAG criteria.
However, it is considered that significant implementability risks would be
associated with this option and Option 14 may provide a similar level of benefit
at lower cost and lower technical risk. On this basis, It is recommended that
this Option be rejected from further consideration.
Option performs reasonably well against TPOs. However, Option has limited
impact on national transport appraisal criteria and may have a negative impact
on Environment and Integration, particularly if extending the length of the
existing bus lane moves traffic problems further north.
It is recommended that this Option be rejected from further consideration.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S

Option performs well against some TPOs and national transport appraisal
criteria.
Option should be selected for further consideration on the basis that it has
potential to facilitate improved access for buses, as part of a wider package of
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Accessibility
and Social

Integration

Economy

Safety

National Transport Appraisal
Criteria
Environment

Publicly
Acceptable

TPO6

TPO5

TPO4

TPO3

TPO2

Options
TPO1

.Ref.

Implementability
Criteria
Affordable

Transport Planning Objectives
(TPOs)

Feasible

AECOM

Selection
(S) or
Rejection
(R)

Comment

bus quality corridor measures.

18

Bus Gate

-

-

19

Bus Lane Operating Hours
Review

-

-

20

Removal of existing bus lane on
Wellington Road.

x

-

21

HGV access to existing bus lane
on Wellington Road

-

22

-

Enhanced public transport service
frequencies/reconfiguration

24

Bus Stop Review

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

-

R

-

-

-

-

S

x

-

-

x

x

R

-

-

S

-

-

Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane

23

-

-

-

-

-

25

Redmoss Road Bus Only Route

-

-

26

Additional bus lane enforcement
cameras

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

x

S

-

-

S

-

-

S

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

R

-

R

Option performs reasonably well against TPOs. While Option is considered
feasible, it is considered that there may be more appropriate options to
provide improved bus priority based on reconfiguration of the bus lane. On this
basis, it is recommended that this Option be rejected from further
consideration.
It was noted through members of LABOF that hours of operation did not
coincide with peak flows, and that on occasion queued vehicles can prevent
buses gaining access to the bus lane. However, review of traffic flow data and
observations on site suggested that the bus lane operating hours cover the
peak traffic flows. It is recommended that the situation should be kept under
review and considered as part of a wider package of bus quality corridor
measures.
While option would be relatively straightforward to implement, removal of the
bus lane could set a precedent that contradicts the ethos of promoting
interventions that improve sustainable transport and lock in the benefits of the
AWPR. On this basis, it is recommended that this Option be rejected from
further consideration.
Option performs well against TPOs and the majority of national transport
appraisal criteria, and is considered feasible and affordable. No significant
public acceptability issues would be anticipated, although the Option would
need to demonstrate that there would not be detrimental to bus service
operation.
Option recommended for further consideration as part of an LEZ Package with
other complementary Options.
Option performs well against TPOs and the majority of national transport
appraisal criteria, and is considered feasible and affordable. No significant
public acceptability issues would be anticipated, although the Option would
need to demonstrate that introduction of a shared lane would not be
detrimental to bus service operation.
Option should be selected for further consideration.
Option performs reasonably well against TPOs and the majority of national
transport appraisal criteria. It is recognised that ultimately the decision to
deliver enhanced public transport services rests with operators. However, the
implementation of bus priority interventions should support the opportunities to
deliver enhanced public transport services, while mechanisms such as SQPs
can help to lock in improved service standards. It is therefore recommended
that this option is kept under review and considered as part of a wider
package of bus quality corridor measures.
It is considered that this Option has the potential to complement the wider
package of bus priority related options.
Given the low risk implementation of bus stop improvements, it is suggested
that quick wins should be taken forward for implementation as resources
allow.
Operator discussions revealed the view that a bus only route on Redmoss
Road was generally regarded as being unlikely to offer significant benefits.
On this basis, it is recommended that this Option be rejected from further
consideration.
This option would have limited overall impact on the existing queuing
problems caused by the bus lane. On this basis, it is recommended that this
Option be rejected from further consideration.
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27

Rail Station

28

LRT

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

x

-

Accessibility
and Social

Integration

Economy

Safety

National Transport Appraisal
Criteria
Environment

Publicly
Acceptable

TPO6

TPO5

TPO4

TPO3

TPO2

Options
TPO1

.Ref.

Implementability
Criteria
Affordable

Transport Planning Objectives
(TPOs)

Feasible

AECOM

Selection
(S) or
Rejection
(R)

R

-

-

R

Comment

Option performs reasonably well against TPOs and a number of the national
transport appraisal criteria. However, there are significant questions over the
deliverability of this option. As such, within the specific context of this study, it
is not considered that this option should be considered further.
While this option performs strongly against National Transport Appraisal
Criteria, significant costs and implementability risks and challenges would be
associated with this option. On this basis, it is recommended that this option
is rejected from further consideration.

Freight

29

HGV Priority Lane (‘Large Vehicle
Lane’)

30

Review Priority for HGVs at Signal
Controlled Junctions

31

LEZ-based measures

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S

-

R

-

S

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine implementability.
As the Option performs reasonably well against TPOs and the majority of
national transport appraisal criteria, it should be selected for further
consideration as part of a LEZ Package.
While this option would have no significant deliverability issues, it is difficult to
identify additional signal controlled junctions along the route which could
benefit from similar HGV signal priority provision, and, on this basis, it is
recommended that this option is rejected from further consideration.
Option performs well against the appraisal criteria and it is considered that this
Option should be selected for further consideration as part of a LEZ Package
with other complementary Options.

Road-based Interventions

32

Souterhead Roundabout
Improvements

33

Hareness Roundabout
Improvements

34

Upgrade to dual carriageway at
former HM Craiginches Prison
Site

-

-

-

-

S

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine implementability
but improvements at this junction would satisfy a number of the appraisal
criteria.

-

-

-

S

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine implementability
but improvements at this junction would satisfy a number of the appraisal
criteria.

-

-

-

S

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine implementability.
However, the Option could satisfy a number of the objectives and it is
recommended for further consideration.

-

-

-

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine impacts of
alternative routeing (generated by the prohibition) on the local road network.

35

Prohibit right turns to/from
Wellington Road at Balnagask
Road

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

x

S

Option performs well against some TPOs, although is likely to have public
acceptability issues. As the Option has the potential to reduce congestion
caused by turning cars causing an obstruction and improve capacity and
safety on the Corridor, it should be selected for further consideration, subject
to a modelling exercise. It is recommended for further appraisal as part of a
corridor wide review of right turn prohibitions across the corridor and
reconfigured traffic signal priorities.
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Accessibility
and Social

Integration

Economy

Safety

National Transport Appraisal
Criteria
Environment

Publicly
Acceptable

TPO6

TPO5

TPO4

TPO3

TPO2

Options
TPO1

.Ref.

Implementability
Criteria
Affordable

Transport Planning Objectives
(TPOs)

Feasible

AECOM

Selection
(S) or
Rejection
(R)

Comment

Further development of the Option is necessary to determine impacts of
alternative routeing (generated by the prohibition) on the local road network.

36

Prohibit right turns to/from
Wellington Road at Girdleness
Road

37

Polwarth Road Junction
Improvement

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

S

S

Option performs well against some TPOs, although is likely to have public
acceptability issues. As the Option has the potential to reduce congestion
caused by turning cars causing an obstruction and improve capacity and
safety on the Corridor, it should be selected for further consideration, subject
to availability of newer models to review the impacts of this Option. It is
recommended for further appraisal as part of a corridor wide review of right
turn prohibitions across the corridor and reconfigured traffic signal priorities.
Further development of the Option is likely to be conditional on the viability of
other road-based interventions and thus it should be selected for further
consideration as part of a corridor wide review of right turn prohibitions across
the corridor.
Further development of the Option is necessary to determine impacts of
alternative routeing (generated by the prohibition) on the local road network.

38

Prohibit right turns to/from
Abbotswell Road to Wellington
Road

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

x

S

Option performs well against some TPOs, although is likely to have public
acceptability issues. As the Option has the potential to reduce congestion
caused by turning cars causing an obstruction and improve capacity and
safety on the Corridor, it is recommended for further appraisal as part of a
corridor wide review of right turn prohibitions across the corridor and
reconfigured traffic signal priorities.
Further development of the Option is necessary to determine impacts of
alternative routeing (generated by the prohibition) on the local road network.

39

Prohibit right turns to/from
Wellington Road at Greenwell
Road

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

x

S

Option performs well against some TPOs, although is likely to have public
acceptability issues. As the Option has the potential to reduce congestion
caused by turning cars causing an obstruction and improve capacity and
safety on the Corridor, it should be selected for further consideration, subject
to a modelling exercise. It is recommended for further appraisal as part of a
corridor wide review of right turn prohibitions across the corridor and
reconfigured traffic signal priorities.
Further development of the Option is necessary to determine impacts of
alternative routeing (generated by the prohibition) on the local road network.

40

Prohibit right turns to/from
Wellington Road at Greenbank
Road

41

Reconfiguration of Traffic Signal
priorities

42

Directional Signage Review

x

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

x

S

-

S

S

Option performs well against some TPOs, although may not facilitate efficient
movement of freight on the corridor. Option is likely to have public
acceptability issues. However, as Option has the potential to reduce
congestion caused by turning cars causing an obstruction and improve
capacity and safety on the Corridor, it is recommended for further appraisal as
part of a corridor wide review of right turn prohibitions across the corridor and
reconfigured traffic signal priorities.
It is considered that this Option should be selected for further consideration as
part of a corridor wide review of right turn prohibitions across the corridor.
It is considered that this option has the potential to complement the wider
package of interventions considered as part of this study.
Introduction of the AWPR will also dictate a review of route signage and it is
suggested that improvements are tied in with this work.
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43

Residential Traffic Calming

44

Closure / Access Restriction at the
Redmoss Road / West Tullos
Road Central Reserve

-

-

-

-

-

x

-

-

x

-

Accessibility
and Social

Integration

Economy

Safety

National Transport Appraisal
Criteria
Environment

Publicly
Acceptable

TPO6

TPO5

TPO4

TPO3

TPO2

Options
TPO1

.Ref.

Implementability
Criteria
Affordable

Transport Planning Objectives
(TPOs)

Feasible

AECOM

Selection
(S) or
Rejection
(R)

-

-

-

R

-

-

x

S

Comment

Unlikely to be supported by local residents. There is evidence on the corridor
of areas where traffic calming is in place but this has limited impact on
deterring rat-running, namely Abbotswell Crescent. On this basis, it is
recommended that this option is rejected from further consideration.
This option has the potential to address a number of the appraisal criteria, and
address concerns around safety. It is noted however that there may be public
acceptability issues associated with this option, while there is some
uncertainty around the access arrangement plans to the new Loirston
Academy.
At this stage, it is recommended that this option is maintained for further
appraisal.

45

46

Variable Messaging Signs (VMS)

Signing and lining on the corridor

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

S

Option has the potential to provide improved guidance to motorists accessing
Wellington Road / AWPR.

S

Option performs well against the TPOs and national transport appraisal criteria
and has the potential to improve the flow of traffic in specific locations. As a
low cost, low risk measure, it is recommended that improvements are
considered further as part of consideration of the wider package of road-based
options.
Measures which seek to reduce the availability of free parking will likely be
contentious and unlikely to be supported at both the public and political level.

47

Car Parking Review

-

-

-

x

-

-

-

-

R

Currently, there is no legislative basis for the workplace parking levy in
Scotland. On this basis, it is recommended that this option is rejected from
further consideration.
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Options Rejected from Future Appraisal
Based on the outcome of the above exercise, it is recommended that the following options are not
progressed further:
Table 6.3 – Options Not Recommended for Further Study
Ref

Option

Rationale

On-Road Cycle Lanes

To encourage increased levels of cycling on Wellington
Road, it is considered that off-road cycle facilities are
preferential to on-road, particularly for less experienced and
new cyclists.

Redmoss Road
Access Only

It is considered that this option would have a negligible or
potentially negative impact against a number of the
transport appraisal criteria. The likely use of this of this
route is also unclear given the availability of more direct
routes on Wellington Road for cyclists. As there is also
uncertainty around the access arrangements to the new
Loirston Academy it is suggested that this option is not
taken forward for further consideration.

Advanced Stop Lines

In line with wider review of standards on this corridor and
the guidance around off-road provision, it is considered that
this option could be sifted at this stage.

11

Speed Limit Review

Given low speeds (particularly during peak hour) and no
significant accident problems, it is not considered that a
speed limit review is required on the study corridor.

15

Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT)

It is considered that a Quality Bus Corridor option (Option
14) may provide a similar level of benefit at lower cost and
lower technical risk. On this basis, It is recommended that
this Option be rejected from further consideration.

16

Extend length of
existing bus lane on
Wellington Road
(towards the Craig
Place/South
Esplanade West/
Wellington Road
Roundabout)

Option has limited impact on appraisal criteria and
potentially has a negative impact on objectives related to
the Environment and Integration, particularly if extending
the length of the existing bus lane moves traffic problems
further north.

Bus Gate

It is considered that there may be more appropriate options
to provide improved bus priority based on reconfiguration of
the existing bus lane.

4

9

10

18
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Ref

Option

Rationale

20

Removal of existing
bus lane on
Wellington Road

While this option would be relatively straightforward to
implement, removal of the bus lane could set a precedent
that contradicts the ethos of promoting interventions that
improve sustainable transport and lock in the benefits of the
AWPR.

25

Redmoss Road Bus
Only Route

Operator discussions revealed the view that a bus only
route on Redmoss Road was generally regarded as being
unlikely to offer significant benefits.

26

Additional
enforcement cameras
in the bus lane

This option would have limited overall impact on the
existing queuing problems caused by the bus lane.

27

Rail Station

There are significant questions over the deliverability of this
option. As such, within the specific context of this study, it is
not considered that this option should be considered
further.

28

LRT

Significant costs and technical challenges would be
associated with this option.

30

Review Priority for
HGVs at Signal
Controlled Junctions

It is difficult to identify additional signal controlled junctions
along the route which could benefit from similar HGV signal
priority provision.

43

Residential Traffic
Calming

Unlikely to be supported by local residents. There is
evidence on the corridor of areas where traffic calming is in
place but this has limited impact on deterring rat-running.

Car Parking Review

Measures which seek to reduce the availability of free
parking will likely be contentious and unlikely to be
supported at both the public and political level.

47

73
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Option Packaging
The high level appraisal of options in Table 6.2 has highlighted potential opportunities to combine options
which may be complementary and offer better deliverability (in terms of achievement of the Transport
Planning Objectives) if combined in a package.
Table 6.4 summarises proposed packaged options which are recommended for further appraisal along with
the remaining options that have emerged from the high level appraisal set out above.
Table 6.4 – Packaged Options
Package

Transport Management
Organisation /
Car Club

Bus Priority on Wellington
Road / Reduce length of
existing bus lane on
Wellington Road / Bus
Lane Operating Hours
Review / Enhanced public
transport service
frequencies/reconfiguration
/ Bus Stop Review

Options Incorporated

Rationale

Option Name
for Future
Appraisal

12, 13

This packaged option
would involve
establishment of a
Transport Management
Organisation (TMO) for the
area, with provision of
additional car club bays
along the corridor
encourage increased use
of the Aberdeen car club.

Wellington
Road Corridor
Sustainability
Package

14, 17, 19, 23, 24

This package would
consider bus quality
options for the corridor,
including Bus priority on
Wellington Road (could
vary from full length in both
directions to one direction
only), supported by bus
lane operating hours
review, enhanced public
transport service
frequencies/reconfiguration
and bus stop review.

Wellington
Road Corridor
Bus Quality
Package
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Package

HGV Priority Lane (‘Large
Vehicle Lane’) / LEZ-based
measures

Corridor wide review of
right turn prohibitions and
reconfigured traffic signal
priorities

75

Options Incorporated

Rationale

Option Name
for Future
Appraisal

29, 31

HGV Priority Lane on
Wellington Road (could
vary from full length of
Wellington Road in both
directions to one direction
only) with supporting
freight interventions as part
of a wider package of
measures associated with
the development of a Low
Emission Zone (LEZ) in
Aberdeen City Centre.

Wellington
Road LEZ
Package

35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40,
41, 46

Prohibition of right turns
to/from Wellington Road
with review of existing
signal arrangements. Also
provides opportunity to
appraise Polwarth Road
junction improvement
which is only likely to be
viable if taken forward
alongside prohibition of
right turns to/from
Wellington Road at
Balnagask Road and
Girdleness Road.

Wellington
Road Right
Turn / Traffic
Signal
Priorities
Review
Package
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Recommended Options for Appraisal
Based on the high level option appraisal and option packaging exercise, Table 6.5 outlines the shortened list
of options which are recommended for further development and consideration as part of a future STAG
study.
Table 6.5 – List of Options for Further Appraisal

6.7

Ref

Option

1

Pedestrian Improvements

2

Segregated Cycle Lanes

3

Off-Road Dual Use Cycleways

4

Craigshaw Drive Dual Use Cycleway

5

Toucan Crossing, Abbotswell Road

6

Toucan Crossing, Langdykes Road

7

More / Better Crossings at Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts

8

Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane

9

Souterhead Roundabout Improvements

10

Hareness Roundabout Improvements

11

Upgrade to dual carriageway at former HM Craiginches Prison Site

12

Closure / Access Restriction at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve

13

Variable Message Signs (VMS)

14

Wellington Road Corridor Sustainability Package

15

Wellington Road Corridor Bus Quality Package

16

Wellington Road Corridor LEZ Package

17

Wellington Road Corridor Right Turn / Traffic Signal Priorities Review Package

18

Directional Signage Review

Summary
In summary, the process of option generation, sifting and high level appraisal set out in this chapter provides
the foundation for closer examination and development of options remaining in the sieved list at the next
stage of STAG.

Summary
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7

Summary

7.1

Introduction
AECOM was commissioned by Nestrans to undertake a multi-modal transport study on the Wellington Road
Corridor in the south of Aberdeen. The key objective of the commission was to generate and assess options
which are consistent with the aims and objectives of a previous “locking in of benefits” study in relation to the
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR) and which consider current and future planned developments
on this corridor, to be implemented alongside the completion of the AWPR in 2018.

7.2

Key Outcomes
Following a Pre-Appraisal methodology as set out in Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance, a number of
issues were identified to drive the study:
Wellington Road has been subject to a number of studies in recent years which have identified key
issues relating to congestion on a Corridor which has a range of competing transport demands for car
drivers, public transport users, pedestrians and cyclists.
The Corridor is also an important freight corridor.
Delivery of the AWPR is predicted to relieve traffic levels on the northern section of Wellington Road
against future year forecasts and opportunities should be taken to implement a series of integrated
measures that aim to lock in the benefits of the project for sustainable modes.
There are a number of key movements between Wellington Road and the side roads on the corridor,
particularly to/from the Altens and Tullos industrial estates.
Although most accidents on the corridor are recorded as “damage only”, a number occur when vehicles
are performing a right turn manoeuvre between Wellington Road and the side roads.
There are a number of development proposals which may affect traffic flows and patterns on the corridor
in the future including the allocations within the Local Development Plan, the proposed extension of
Aberdeen Harbour, and the new build academy at Loirston.
Drawing on the above issues, and detailed analysis of problems, issues, opportunities and constraints on the
study corridor (informed by a programme of stakeholder consultation) a series of Transport Planning
Objectives (TPOs) were developed for the study.
A long list of multi-modal options to address the identified issues in the study corridor was developed and
have been subject to a high level assessment undertaken in line with STAG. The outcome from this exercise
has been a sifted list of options, which are considered suitable for more detailed appraisal as part of a future
STAG appraisal, as follows:
.
Option
Pedestrian Improvements
Segregated Cycle Lanes
Off-Road Dual Use Cycleways
Craigshaw Drive Dual Use Cycleway
Toucan Crossing, Abbotswell Road
Toucan Crossing, Langdykes Road
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Option
More / Better Crossings at Souterhead and Hareness Roundabouts
Shared Bus / HGV Priority Lane
Souterhead Roundabout Improvements
Hareness Roundabout Improvements
Upgrade to dual carriageway at former HM Craiginches Prison Site
Closure / Access Restriction at the Redmoss Road / West Tullos Road Central Reserve
Variable Message Signs (VMS)
Wellington Road Corridor Sustainability Package
Wellington Road Corridor Bus Quality Package
Wellington Road Corridor LEZ Package
Wellington Road Corridor Right Turn / Traffic Signal Priorities Review Package
Directional Signage Review
7.3

Next Steps
In summary, the outcomes of this work provide the foundations for further assessment as part of a STAG
Part 1 Appraisal of the options identified above for the Wellington Road Corridor.
To support the future assessment of options, consideration should be given to additional quantification of
some of the problems and issues identified through the course of the study, including through the journey
time surveys to understand the impact of congestion on travel time and reliability across the route.
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Appendix A – Review of Previous Studies and Relevant Documents

Introduction
A key initial task in this study is to undertake a broad review of key documents and previous studies associated with
the Wellington Road Corridor.
This is an important stage of the study process and is necessary to ensure that any options emerging from the
generation and sifting process do not conflict with previously established aspirations or commitments in any of these
documents.
A suite of documents for review has been prepared and these have been grouped into the following categories:
Transport Policies and Consultation Documents: The Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy (RTS) and the
Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy (LTS); and comments received on transport issues as part of the refresh
of these documents.
Related Studies: Previous studies undertaken within the context of locking in the benefits of the AWPR where
there would have effects on the Wellington Road Corridor.
Corridor Studies: Previous studies undertaken on the Wellington Road Corridor for various modes, including
freight and school transport.
Development Plans: Proposals affecting the study corridor set out in the Aberdeen City Local Development
Plan (LDP) and the Loirston Development Framework.
STAG Pre-Appraisal Guidance: A review of the suite of STAG (Scottish Transport Appraisal Guidance)
documents specifically targeted at the pre-appraisal phase of the process relevant to this study (Analysis of
Problems and Opportunities, Objective Setting and Option Generation, Sifting and Development).

Transport Policy Review
Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy Refresh 2013/2035
The refreshed RTS was published in January 2014. This was preceded by a Consultation Document23 which set out
the need to incorporate significant developments in policy and better align it with the Strategic Development Plan
(SDP) for the North East to 2035 (and the transport impacts of this). The Consultation Document highlighted the
importance of addressing air quality issues in Aberdeen’s Air Quality Management Areas (AQMAs) (including
Wellington Road).
The RTS Refresh Consultation also notes: “The planned growth in population and households detailed in the
Structure Plan will have a significant impact on the transport network as the number and pattern of trips increases
and changes. In order to fully understand the impact of this planned level of growth on the transport network,
Nestrans and the Strategic Development Planning Authority (SDPA) commissioned an appraisal to consider the
planned changes in land use and the cumulative transport impacts associated with the scale and distribution of
development proposals.”
This appraisal enabled a strategic assessment of development plan impacts on key areas (including the A90 South,
A956 and Bridge of Dee) to be undertaken. This showed those areas where congestion is likely to increase as a
result of new development, and the measures required mitigating this impact. In the case of the study area, this
identified junction capacity improvements and River Dee link.
23

http://www.nestrans.org.uk/rts-refresh-consultation-document.html
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The Nestrans RTS has a vision to deliver “A transport system for the north east of Scotland which enables a more
economically competitive, sustainable and socially inclusive society.” The RTS is driven by four strategic objectives
linked to the Economy, Accessibility, Safety and Social Inclusion, the Environment and Spatial Planning.
The Wellington Road Corridor study could help to provide complementary support across the Strategic and subobjectives of the RTS:
RTS Strategic Objective 1 – Economy
To enhance and exploit the north east’s competitive economic
advantages, and reduce the impacts of peripherality.

Wellington Road Corridor Study

To make the movement of goods and people within the north east and
to/from the area more efficient and reliable.
To improve the range and quality of transport to/from the north east to
key business destinations.
To improve connectivity within the north east, particularly between
residential and employment areas.
RTS Strategic Objective 2 – Accessibility, Safety and Social
Inclusion
To enhance choice, accessibility and safety of transport for all in
the north east, particularly for disadvantaged and vulnerable
members of society and those living in areas where transport
options are limited.

Wellington Road Corridor Study

To enhance travel opportunities and achieve sustained cost and quality
advantages for public transport relative to the car.
To reduce the number and severity of traffic related casualties and
improve personal safety and security for all users of transport.
To achieve increased use of active travel and improve air quality as part
of wider strategies to improve the health of north east residents.
RTS Strategic Objective 3 – Environment
To conserve and enhance the north east’s natural and built
environment and heritage and reduce the effects of transport on
climate, noise and air quality.

Wellington Road Corridor Study

To reduce the proportion of journeys made by cars and especially by
single occupant cars.
To reduce the environmental impacts of transport, in line with national
targets.
To reduce growth in vehicle kilometres travelled.
RTS Strategic Objective 4 – Spatial Planning
To support transport integration and a strong, vibrant and dynamic
city centre and town centres across the north east.

Wellington Road Corridor Study
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To improve connectivity to and within Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire
towns, especially by public transport, walking and cycling.
To encourage integration of transport and spatial planning and improve
connections between transport modes and services.
To enhance public transport opportunities and reduce barriers to use
across the north east, especially rural areas.
To ensure that all new developments and transport infrastructure
improvements give consideration to and make provisions for pedestrians
and cyclists as an integral part of the design process.

The RTS is underpinned by an External Connections Strategy, an Internal Connections Strategy and a Strategic
Policy Framework which indicates where measures can be introduced to influence travel choice. A summary of the
relationship between the Wellington Road Corridor Study and these key strands of the RTS are presented below:
Nestrans RTS Strand

Wellington Road Corridor Study

External Connections Strategy

Although this strand is focused principally on connections between the north
east and elsewhere, potential transport improvements on the Wellington
Road Corridor could help to complement wider strategic improvements
where these benefits can be locked in by study interventions.

Internal Connections Strategy

As a key transport route in North East Scotland, the Wellington Road
Corridor Study will provide support for a number of elements within the
Internal Connections Strategy. These would include Road Improvements,
Bus Improvements, Walking and Cycling improvements and Freight
improvements.

Strategic Policy Framework

By considering all modes of travel, it is considered that the Wellington Road
Corridor Study can help to provide support for elements within this strand of
the RTS, including those relating to travel planning, travel awareness and
active travel.

Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy 2008-2012
The current Aberdeen Local Transport Strategy covers the period 2008-2012. The existing LTS has a vision to
develop “A sustainable transport system that is fit for the 21st Century, accessible to all, supports a vibrant economy
and minimises the impact on our environment”. The LTS has five high level aims, all of which would be
complemented by The Wellington Road Corridor Study.
LTS High Level Aims
Support and contribute to a thriving economy for Aberdeen City and its
region.
Ensure a safe and secure transport system.
Minimise the environmental impact of transport on our community and the
wider world.

Wellington Road Corridor Study
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Ensure that the transport system is integrated and accessible to all.
Ensure that our transport policies integrate with and support sustainable
development, health and social inclusion policies.
With regard to the Wellington Road Corridor, the 2008-2012 LTS highlights the following measures:
Improve network capacity (easing pinch points) and using prioritisation of road space to support sustainable
modes.
Trial of a Large Vehicle Lane as a further measure to lock in AWPR benefits.
Aberdeen City Council is currently in the process of refreshing the LTS, after which a more detailed assessment of
the relationship between the more detailed LTS objectives and Wellington Road Corridor Study can be made.
However, as part of the refresh process, the Council received a number of comments of relevance to the Wellington
Road Corridor (received as part of the LTS Main Issues Consultation undertaken in October-November 2013) which
have fed into the identification of problems and issues set out in Chapter 3.

Related Studies
Optimising the Benefits of the AWPR (SIAS and Faber Maunsell, 2008)
SIAS and Faber Maunsell were commissioned by Nestrans, Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council to
undertake a “Locking in the Benefits” (LITB) study relating to the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR). This
considered: “the current linkages between the various projects being promoted across the City and Shire, which are
only achievable with the AWPR in place and identifies other transport initiatives that can be progressed to further
‘lock in’ the benefits provided by the AWPR to achieve a more sustainable transport network throughout the area.”
The study highlighted that the benefits of the AWPR align with national, regional and local transport policy
objectives, with complementary measures necessary to capture and “lock in” these benefits. The report states that:
“Locking in the benefits on key corridors will involve developing and implementing a series of integrated measures to
make best use of the improvements to the level of service brought about by a pattern of traffic relief. It is clear that
the AWPR will offer a window of opportunity to improve transport connections and the quality of life to a great many
people in the north east and this study has shown that there is potential to achieve this in a sustainable way on
eleven key corridor routes.”
A total of 11 corridors were considered in this study, with the Wellington Road Corridor) assigned as Route 2. In
undertaking the study, a Workshop was undertaken to illustrate the interventions that would be necessary to “lock in
the benefits” of the AWPR on the route corridors.
An Opportunities Diagram, as set out below, was developed for the Charleston-QE Bridge route as part of the LITB
study. For this route, opportunities included:
Enhanced bus lanes;
Junction improvements for the benefit of all vehicles; and
HGV priority.
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In prioritising corridors for action on the basis of their benefits with regard to traffic relief and the level of intervention
required to lock in and protect these benefits, the study highlighted the Charleston-QE Bridge route (Wellington
Road) as a Medium priority, with junction improvements identified in the Aberdeen Access from the South study
(see below) highlighted as longer term options.
The study concludes by highlighting a range of complementary schemes afforded opportunity by the AWPR. Those
where the Wellington Road Corridor Multi-Modal Transport Study could have a positive effect are identified in the
table below.
Optimising the Benefits of the AWPR
AWPR Complementary Measures

Wellington Road Corridor Opportunities

Provide bus priority or trial bus/trial HOV routes
from the north or south

Bus priority or trial bus/trial HOV routes from the south could
form part of a long-list of options for this corridor.
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Integrate measures with Park and Ride sites

A degree of interaction between the forthcoming Schoolhill
Park and Ride site at Portlethen and the Wellington Road
Corridor would be anticipated.

Improve the environment of suburban streets for
more walking and cycling

As a multi-modal study, opportunities for walking and cycling
will be explored.

Improve the air quality of City Centre streets for
the health of residents, employees and visitors

Any sustainable transport options will provide complementary
support for air quality strategies in the City Centre,
particularly in relation to the City Centre and Wellington Road
AQMAs.

Reduced journey times will also improve
economic competitiveness and costs of
business and freight

The Wellington Road Corridor will continue to be an
important freight route for Aberdeen Harbour traffic postAWPR.

Aid the realisation of the aims, objectives and
targets of local, regional and national transport
strategies

This study provides support for aims, objectives and targets
in the Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy and the
Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy.

Aberdeen Access from the South Core Document: Transport Report (SIAS, May 2008)
This study was undertaken by SIAS on behalf of Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council and Nestrans to
appraise options for access to Aberdeen from the South. This work provided an update to a previous study
undertaken by JMP, which required refreshing following confirmation of the preferred alignment for the AWPR (and
the Stonehaven Fastlink) in May 2006.
The study was prepared in accordance with STAG.
The A90 Stonehaven Road, A956 Wellington Road Corridor and the
principal crossings of the River Dee (including the QE Bridge)
formed the focus of the study area.
The study report highlights the following of relevance to this study:
Rising gradients on southbound carriageways on the A90 and
A956 (Wellington Road) cause problems for freight (and this is
exacerbated by traffic signals24).
At the time of this study, the areas of Torry and Balnagask (within
the vicinity of the Wellington Road Corridor), were amongst the
most deprived areas of both Aberdeen and Scotland.
Concern regarding pedestrian crossing facilities, cyclist safety
and motorcyclist safety at most roundabouts in the south
(including Souterhead and Hareness).
The study also highlights the problem of congestion during the
morning and evening peak periods on the following routes of
relevance to the Wellington Road study:
Morning Peak
Wellington Road on approach to Souterhead Roundabout (northbound).
Wellington Road between Hareness Road and Balnagask Road (northbound).
24

See Wellington Road Revised Traffic Signal Timings Study below
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Wellington Road on approach to QE Bridge (northbound).
Evening Peak
South College Street on approach to QE Bridge.
Riverside Drive on approach to King George VI Bridge.
North Esplanade West on approach to QE Bridge.
Wellington Road on approach to Souterhead Roundabout (southbound).
Wellington Road between Balnagask Road and Hareness Road (southbound).
Hareness Road on approach to Wellington Road.
Greenbank Road on approach to Wellington Road.
Souterhead Road on approach to Wellington Road.
It is noted that delays can lead to rat-running of traffic (or a perception of rat-running) through residential areas, with
congestion on the above routes at peak times pushing traffic out towards the old coast road, and thereafter through
Torry.

Public Transport
The study notes that “There is potential to make greater use of public transport as part of any Park & Ride located in
the southern area.” However, a key issue noted is that there is a lack of public transport linkages between
employment areas in Altens/Tullos and residential centres across Aberdeen. It is also noted that there is a
“perceived problem that bus services do not cater for these shift patterns outwith the normal peak times, and bus
stops are inadequately positioned to make public transport attractive to a number of employment sites.”
It is also noted that while some bus priority measures exist on Wellington Road, congestion in the area means that
services experience significant delays.
Aberdeen Access from the South Study: Summary of Main Problems
Insufficient infrastructure, routeing and gradients causing problems for freight traffic.
Congestion/delays around development sites.
Promotion of sustainable transport challenged by congested road network in the south of Aberdeen.
Geographic constraints (gradients, River Dee, embankments and existing boundaries).
Pedestrian and cyclist safety concerns.
Public transport delays (congestion).
No effective relationship between public transport, employee shift patterns and main residential areas.
As part of the option generation process for this study, it was highlighted that specific traffic solutions were required
(amongst others) for the following areas:
QE Bridge;
Wellington Road;
Hareness;
Souterhead Roundabout; and
The A90 Corridor/Charleston.

The study considered options over short (2008), medium (2012-with AWPR) and long (2027-with AWPR)
timescales. Options of relevance to the Wellington Road Corridor considered as part of this exercise included:
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Short Term Packages
No direct packages, but wider packages relating to improvements in Bridge of Dee / King George VI Bridge area,
particularly for HGVs.
Medium Term Packages
Signalisation at Hareness Road / Wellington Road, incorporating pedestrian crossings.
Replacement of Souterhead Roundabout with signalised junction.
Schoolhill P&R with no new bus priority measures (Baseline).
Schoolhill P&R with bus priority on Wellington Road northbound (Charleston-QE Bridge, whole corridor).
Schoolhill P&R with bus priority on Wellington Road northbound (Charleston-Souterhead).
Schoolhill P&R with bus priority on Wellington Road northbound (Souterhead-Hareness).
Schoolhill P&R with bus priority on Wellington Road northbound (Hareness-QE Bridge).
Schoolhill/Loch Inch/Charleston P&R with additional lane for bus priority on Wellington Road to develop bus lane
between Charleston and QE Bridge.
Long Term Packages
No direct packages, but wider packages relating to increasing capacity at the Bridge of Dee, and provision of an
HOV Lane.

Bridge of Dee STAG Part 1 Appraisal of Scheme Options – Microsimulation Traffic Modelling (SIAS, 2013)
Since the 2008 Access from the South study, further work has been undertaken to investigate capacity issues and
potential opportunities relating to the transport network in the Bridge of Dee area. As part of this, SIAS undertook a
traffic modelling appraisal as part of a STAG Part 1 Appraisal for the proposed Bridge of Dee project. This found that
of the proposed concepts, Concept 6A (involving an additional upstream crossing of the Dee with additional
infrastructure and link between Garthdee Road and Anderson Drive) offers the best results with regard to journey
time and queue length reductions.
The overall STAG Part 1 considered a series of concepts25:
Concept 5 – Downstream Crossing;
Concept 6 – Upstream Crossing of which there are two additional variants:
Concept 6A – Upstream Crossing (including link road north of the River Dee between Garthdee Road and South
Anderson Drive);
Concept 6B – Upstream Crossing (including link road north of the River Dee between Garthdee Road/Inchgarth
Road and North Deeside Road); and
Concept 7 – Adjacent Crossing.

Concepts 6, 6B and 7 emerged from the Part 1 appraisal and were approved for further consideration as part of a
STAG Part 2 Appraisal in February 2014.

Southern Approach Segregation and Prioritisation (HOV/LV) Lanes: Demonstration Project Feasibility Study (SIAS,
December 2009)
25

http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=55476&sID=14568
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This study was undertaken by SIAS to explore proposals to deliver a High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane on the
A90 Stonehaven Road (between Charleston Interchange and the River Dee) and a Large Vehicle Lane (LVL) on
Wellington Road between the same points on the road network.
Overall, this study found that it would be detrimental to journey times to deliver a HOV lane prior to the AWPR. With
regard to Wellington Road, it was found that: “While the LV Lane proposal would help large and heavy vehicles to
make the southbound journey along Wellington Road with more ease than they do at present, the potential safety
implications on the approach to junction events and the difficulty in enforcing the access to the lane mean that the
scheme would be difficult to implement...”
Alternatives to the LV lanes are suggested which included banning of turns, adjusted traffic signal timings (and
extended green times).

A90 Schoolhill Park & Ride/Choose Feasibility Study (SIAS and Faber Maunsell, March 2009)
This report provided details of the background to study processes involved in the Feasibility Study into the
development of proposals for a Park & Ride/Choose site to the south of Aberdeen at the Schoolhill site. This was
undertaken by Faber Maunsell and SIAS. As a part of the study, Faber Maunsell prepared an outline business case
for a Park & Ride facility at Schoolhill, outlining the policies which currently existed, noting policies within:
Aberdeenshire Local Transport Strategy;
Aberdeen City Local Transport Strategy;
Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy; and
Scotland’s National Transport Strategy.

The study stated that the provision of a Park & Ride site at Schoolhill integrates well with all of the relevant policies
at local, regional and national levels. This report also outlined work previously undertaken which concluded that a
Park & Ride site at Schoolhill should be pursued, including:
Access from the South;
Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route (AWPR); and
Nestrans Park & Ride Study.

One of the key sections of this report is the outlining of potential benefits of a Park & Ride site located at Schoolhill.
This was developed from the works listed above as well as incorporating new modelling where appropriate. Using
standard transport economic principles, values of vehicle operating costs, accident savings and journey time
impacts were applied to allow a quantification of the benefits which can be measured against the costs of providing
the site and continued operation of the site. It was concluded that, even using conservative estimates, the scheme
showed a positive Net Present Value and Benefit Cost Ratio of significantly more than 1 when land costs are
excluded. As part of this study an appraisal of Park & Ride bus services was also undertaken following
Aberdeenshire Council’s interest in the potential of using existing bus services to facilitate operation of the Park &
Ride site. As such the characteristics of existing bus routes were outlined as well as consulting with the bus
operators so feedback on the proposed site could be gathered. Stagecoach felt that there would be a need to
introduce additional peak hour services to support the additional patronage of a Park & Ride of the corridor.
The report concluded by stating that, in general, a Park & Ride site at Schoolhill would bring benefits in terms of
economics, accessibility, environment, safety and integration.
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Nestrans Park and Ride Operations Study (Atkins, 2008)
The document outlines that a key strand of the Nestrans Regional Transport Strategy (RTS) is to improve bus services

throughout the North East, to enhance travel opportunities and encourage modal shift, thereby reducing carbon
emissions and other pollutants and utilising road space more effectively. One element for achieving this is through
expanded Park and Ride provision linked to the development of the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route. As such,
Atkins was commissioned to carry out a study which sought to compare the different means of operating individual
Park & Ride sites and the Park and Ride network as a whole.
The report highlighted that the AWPR will have three beneficial effects on bus services and potential for Park &
Ride. These were that some bus services could use the AWPR with a benefit on running times and productivity, car
drivers approaching Aberdeen on one corridor will easily be able to "dog leg" to another corridor in order to access a
Park and Ride site with good services to their final destination and that the opening of the road will reduce traffic
levels on many other roads in its vicinity. This will have benefits for bus running times and reliability, and provide
scope for additional bus priority measures to "lock in" the route's benefits.
Corridor Studies
School Travel Assessment: Cove/Kincorth/Torry (AECOM, 2013)
This study was commissioned by the Aberdeen City Council Leisure and Learning Service in 2013 to carry out an
objective and independent assessment of travel to school for pupils affected by the proposed closures of Torry and
Kincorth Academies, and the construction of a new Academy on the Bobby Calder Park site, Redmoss Road.
The study considered possible routes to school from the three catchment communities of Cove, Kincorth and Torry.
Identified routes were assessed for their suitability as school travel routes and “required” and “desirable”
interventions were recommended. Local bus operators were also consulted in order to understand the options for
bus service provision to and from the proposed Academy site.
It was highlighted by the study that some routes to the new Academy would require pupils to walk along Wellington
Road, with some routes requiring crossing of the road. For pupils travelling from the Torry area, Wellington Road
was found overall to be unsuitable as a walking route. Further to this, during the study there were concerns raised
by Torry schools relating to traffic volumes, safety and air pollution on Wellington Road. In addition, from Cove, the
report states that “A direct route between Cove and the proposed Academy site is constrained by Wellington Road
which is a busy dual carriageway”, and identifies the provision of a signal controlled crossing at the south arm of the
Souterhead Roundabout on Wellington Road as an intervention, as well as additional lighting between Wellington
Road and Red moss Avenue.
The report also presents options for public transport provision to/from the new Academy site. This summarises that;
“existing bus service arrangements for Cove may continue to develop, during the planning period for the new
school. Securing access to the site through Wellington Circle may reduce the current demand for bus transport from
Cove to the new Academy. For Torry, both bus operators highlighted that the most appropriate means of enabling
the provision of a public transport service to be paid for by pupils, would be to arrange the provision of a specific bus
service, similar in scope to what is currently provided for pupils living in Cove.” It was also highlighted during the
assessment of public transport options that southbound services on Wellington Road (operated by both First and
Stagecoach) are typically full by the time they reach Torry. This would result in a lack of spare capacity for pupils
travelling from Torry to the new Academy site, but also potentially introduces a wider issue for public transport
supply on the Wellington Road Corridor that may require consideration as part of this study.
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Wellington Road Revised Traffic Signal Timings Study (AECOM, 2011)
AECOM was commissioned by Aberdeen City Council in 2011 to undertake before and after journey time surveys
on Wellington Road. This work aimed to assess the impact of revised traffic signal timings, which were designed to
give an extended green time to freight vehicles at two signal controlled junctions (Craigshaw Drive and Greenbank
Road) on this uphill part of the route.
The signals project was developed so as to detect HGVs approaching these two junctions, and if appropriate,
extend the green time allocated to that movement, increasing the number of freight vehicles that no longer have to
stop at the junctions. The signalling work was completed during March 2011. Analysis of the journey time data
demonstrated that for the targeted traffic flows (southbound freight vehicles in the off peak period), measurable
journey time savings were achieved following the introduction of the signals re-timing project.

Aberdeen City Freight Flows Study (AECOM, 2011) / Strategic Freight Flows Study (AECOM, 2013)
In recent years, several surveys have been undertaken to confirm the core characteristics of freight flows to, from
and within North East Scotland. These have highlighted the key role of Wellington Road as the principal freight route
into and out of Aberdeen, and a key link into Aberdeen Harbour.
A previous survey in 2010
demonstrated that the highest freight
flows on Wellington Road are
northbound (city bound) in the
morning, with southbound flows
typically peaking prior to the PM peak
period. The 2010 survey showed that
more than 2,500 goods vehicles a
day pass through Souterhead
Roundabout in the south of the
corridor.26 This work also confirmed
that many vehicles accessing
Wellington Road from the A90
(South) travel towards Market
Street27, affirming the role of the
corridor as the principal freight route
to/from Aberdeen Harbour.

Aberdeen City Freight Flows – Survey Report (AECOM, 2011)
Further surveys were undertaken in 2013, with a view to capturing the key strategic freight movements into the
region from the South (Dundee), the main gateways into Aberdeen (including Wellington Road at the Souterhead
Roundabout) and key routes within Aberdeen. Results at Souterhead Roundabout showed:

26
27

http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/project/Freight_Flows_Report.pdf
http://www.nestrans.org.uk/db_docs/project/Freight_Flows_Report.pdf
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The difference between Artic flows recorded travelling north and south was greater at Souterhead than at any
other site, with a difference of 22.5%.
Southbound Artics attributed the highest total percentage of vehicles (than the other surveyed sites), with a
figure of 62.8%.

Development Plans
Aberdeen City Council adopted its Local Development Plan in February 2012.
As set out in the LDP, there are a number of allocated sites on the Wellington Road Corridor.
Allocation

OP69

Description

Aberdeen Gateway Site.
This has been partly constructed to date.

OP71

Existing quarry. It is understood that planning permission for further extraction has recently
been granted.

OP72

30ha residential site – much of this site has already been brought forward through planning,
and much of this has been constructed to date.

OP75

Allocation for a further 150 houses.

OP76

Allocation for retail.

OP77

Allocation for 1,500 houses and 11ha of employment land. It is understood that this is at
various stages in the planning process.

OP78

Allocated for 20.5ha of employment land.

OP80

15ha allocation for new stadium and sports facilities (Cove Rangers).

A Main Issues Report for the Aberdeen LDP was published in January 2014, as the first step towards producing a
revised plan to replace the 2012 LDP. This considers the expansion of Aberdeen Harbour, which is proposed within
the National Planning Framework 3 as a national development.
In addition, a Development Framework for Loirston was published in November 2012.
Development issues on the Corridor are considered in greater detail in the main body of this report.
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